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THE NEW AGE 
by KLARK KENT 

The presence of flying saucer spacecraft was the catalyst that caused 
· wilhelm Reich MD · to apply the invention of the cloudbust~r to the 
task of combatting desert developement in the Arizona expedition of 

. 1954 - 1955. 

From the historic Oranur Experiment of 1951, Reich knew that nuclear 
:· .radioactivity had a deleterious effect upon the living sea of energy 
in which we all live. From the observations made of the reaction of 
a milligram of radium put inside an Orgone Energy Accumulator, Reich 
knew that there was an antagonistic relationship between the energy of 
life (Ether, Frana, Zero point energy, The "Force" etc.) and _t.~e 
manmade nuclear energy so recently unleased upon the planet. The 
effect of the nuclear "irritant" seemed all out of proportion to the 
physical amount of radioactive material. The distance of this 
irritating and wildly exciting Orgone anti Nuclear effect seemed to 
reach much farther than the actual radioactivity of the nuclear 
material would indicate. Perhaps, Reich reasoned, the Orgone Energy · 
was a ; co~tinuum; . and this anti nuclear reaction of the life energy · · 
(Oranur) extended and perpetuated itself in a chain reaction fashion 
far beyond the original limits of the nuclear radiation. This would 
account for the New York Times story of an AEC announcement of an 
increase in background radiation extending for 600 miles with Rangeley 
Maine as the center of the radius. 
We tend to remember pioneers who blaze new trails for others to 
follow. We remember the Wright brothers who invented th~ airplane; we 
remember Christopher Columbus who discovered the New World; we 
remember Nikola Tesla who invented the Tesla coil. Though others may 
duplicate and replicate and even improve these historic discoveries 
and inventions, it is the original pioneer who has the most impact: 
the world was flat before Columbus proved otherwise; electricity was 
virtually impractical for commercial use before Tesla gave us 
alternating current; heavier than air flying was officially 
"impossible" before the brothers from Dayton built and flew that first 
airplane. 
So it was with Reich and his cloudbuster. He was the pioneer who did 
it first and necessity was the motive. The cloudbuster was a response 
to the aftermath of the Oranur Experiment. Concurrent to the 
energetic pollution of the local environment around Reich's lab near 
Rangeley Maine; at this same time in 1952 and 1953, flying saucer 
objects were being spotted with alarming regularity in the vicinity of 
Organon. 
Even today, the very mention of "flying saucer" is enough to invite 
polite smiles or perhaps ridicule or more extreme reactions such as 
being called mentally incompetent or just plain crazy to think such 
things. The magnitude of the phenomena certainly rivals and 
really surpasses the discovery of the New World 500 years ago. And 
what a controversy that was ! Many a good person was condemned for 
heresy to even think that the cosmology taught by the fChristian -~ · Church 
was not in accord with Nature ·'s real design. The incapacitating 
religion that i Christianity had become left no room for the restless 
spirit living still in the soul of the West. But the land of our 
ancestors, from the Urals to the Atlantic, produced a race instilled 
with so indomitable a spirit that even centuries of an alien, Eastern 
religion could not entirely dampen the inner spark that led to the 
first voyages across the mighty ocean in wooden ships. 
This land America is the New World - the fruit of the discoveries made 
by the European pioneers starting 500 years ago. 
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Today the flying saucers bring a new challenge to our people. Just as 
the "authorities" deny the existence of the unprecedented 40 years of 
UFO observations made by a full 10 % of the population - so did the 
authorities deny the existence of the new world when the old one was 
officially flat. 
We have a system toadie like Carl Sagan or James Oberg who can with 
the greatest scientific authority "prove" that there are no 
observations being made of a new scientific phenomena, the 
unidentified flying objects in the skies of Earth. Even worthy 
organizations like MUFON get bogged down by their reactionary attempts 
to be "scientific" in describing and quantifying and precisely 
measuring these startling incidents involving apparent aliens. Thus 
the exact time and duration of a sighting, the exact number of d~~ees 
of elevation of the object's position, the smallest detail becomes 
more important than the big picture - the fact of the presence of 
unknown spacecraft reconnoitering Earth 1 For fear of ridicule and 
desiring acceptance within the scientific community, serious scholars 
{especially those with university funding) seem compelled to present a 
pro and con on the very premise of the existence of the subject matter 
being studied. This reaction is not new in the sociology of 
people: the magnitude of the new event can be measured by the 
resistance of the authorities toward it. 

Wilhelm Reich didn't try to prove anything by studying flying saucers. 
The work with the cloudbuster in dealing with the unusual DOR 
conditions seemed to attract the attention of hovering craft parked 
high in the sky overhead. The initial success of the cloud~uster in 
removing the radioactive DOR clouds from the vicinity of Reich's 320 
acre farm in Maine soon led to weather modification work in general. 
This device seemed to influence the flow of the atmospheric life 
energy so efficiently that soon techniques were developed by Reich and 
his staff to actually modify and change predicted weather patterns. 
Reich did not try to impress people with his rainmaking prowess, 
instead he began to notice that the presence of a UFO seemed to 
nullify the DOR removal effects of the cloudbuster. 
It went like this: Reich would use the cloudbuster to remove energetic 
pollution from the atmosphere; it was not clear if the DOR (Deady 
Orgone Energy) was a by product from the initial run of the Oranur 
Experiment or whether the massive atmospheric nuclear explosions 
being set off by the Air Force and the Russians were creating DOR 
conditions on a planetary scale. 
In any case, the DOR clouds would come in with the weather flow from 
the West and tend to hover over Reich's farm. The cloudbuster was used 
to rid the area of this new form of atmospheric energetic pollution. 
The presence of a flying saucer in the area seemed to re-pollute the 
atmosphere with a .functionally similiar type of pollution, i.e. DOR! 

By 1954 Wilhelm Reich was ready to test the cloudbuster in a more 
challenging environment for weather modification than Maine. More 
than thirty years has passed since the desert expedition and still no 
one has matched the import and magnitude of the harvest of new 
knowledge gained during those few months. Basically Reich discovered 
that the desert process is a reversable one and that desert formation 
is a function of the life energy metabolism in an area. Additionally, 
enough observations were made to formulate a hypothesis concerning 
certain behaviorial aspects of the UFO's encountered during this 
period. The hostility hypothesis tentively suggested by Reich states 
that UFO's use the mass free life energy as fuel and spew a DOR like 
exhaust as a spent by product. 
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Reich further suggests that there may be a parasitic or feeding 
function of the UFO's upon the generous endowment of life energy 
indigenous to this living planet. As a medical doctor, Reich was well 
acquainted with the often symbiotic relelationships found in most 
organisms in Nature. Reich's hostility hypothesis is based strictly 
on his observations made as a scientist studying a new phenomena • 
This hypothesis does not take into account the many other observations 
made during the same time period by other observers. For example: 

~ George Adamski allegedly made repeated observations of UFO's and their 
occupants and recorded an entirely different description, a "space 
brother" if you will. 
Reich developes his line of postulation by analyzing the relationship 
between desert developement on Earth, the advent of nuclear 
technology, and the sudden, massive and continuing rash of g~htings 
of flying discs. 
Let's briefly examine this desert expedition made by Reich and his 
brightest lieutenants under stressful conditions (the FDA had launched 
their eventually successful attack to prosecute Reich for his work 
with the Orgone Accumulator - a non FDA approved device used 
"illegally" for medical purposes). The desert expedition to Arizona 
was to be the last big round of discovery before the fatal legal 
battle with the FDA. 

STAFF OF OROP DESERT Ea, 1952-1956 

ELSWORTH F. BAKER, M.D. 
.. Orroftomic Medicine:' Finaftcial Committ•• 

195-4-55 

WIWAM MOISE 
Lapedition Operator, Treaturer 

1952·56 

- ~~·:;-::- ,. · ··-:-:-,,:~-:.-~ 

: ·. ~ 

ROBERT A. McCULLOUGH 
Rre•arch Auociate--Oranur Chemi•try 

£aprditaon Op~r.ator, 1953.55 

ERNEST PETER REICH 
Student Operator 

195-4-55 

EVA REICH, M.D. 
OROP Oe-•ert Ea Phy•ician 

Expe'dition Op~rator. 19S2 . 56 

MICHAEL SILVERT, M.D. 
Operator N.-w York, Tranafer of ORUR 

Treaaurer, 19S•·S6 

THOMAS ROSS 
Op~rator·Carrtalce-r, o,.ronon 

1952 -56 

The great changes of history have been brought about by individual action. 
The mass of the people \vere never identified with them. Great reforns resulted 
from the efforts of a few individuals who knew exactly what they wanted and 
insisted upon getting it. - anonymous 
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t1ay 12, 1954: Wilhelm Reich points his cloudbuster at two "stars" in the evening 
sky. The two luminous objects fade out several times while cosmic Orgone Energy 
is being withdrawn from them by means of the cloudbuster. The emotional shock 
was great as Reich and three others watched these self luminous objects fade and 
dim out under the drawing effect of the cloudbuster. There was fear to repeat 
this maneuver lest the objects hovering high in the sky above Organon should take 
retalitory action against the cloudbuster and its crew. There was the desert 
expedition coming up: preparations were in pro9ress to see if the weather 
modification effects of the cloudbuster would be effective in the fully formed 
desert in Arizona. It was not until October 10, 1954 that this action of pointing 
a cloudbuster at a suspicious "star" was repeated. 
These first observations of UFO' s were made without trying to "prove" that t~et 
were real. Reich encouraged his assistants to dispense with exact quantitative 
measurements and instead to relax and let the observations force themselves upon 
the observer. If the new phenomena was valid, then it was also repeatable; there 
would be plenty of time for exact quantitative measurement later. There was 
obviously no use in trying to prove these unsettling sightings to the "authorities". 
In order to prove to the authorities and please the skeptics, the investigator may 
be blind to the obvious in a UFO sighting and miss gaining new knowledge altogether. 
A simple chart Reich made to differentiate between stars and UFO's hovering high 
in the sky: 

"STAR 
1)Color: Steel blue; flimmering on 
clear days; not flimmering before 
onset of rain. 

2)Size: Smaller than Jupiter. 

3)Location: In known spot, nightly 
visible according to known 
astronomical schedule. 

4)Movement: Lawful, predictable. 

5) Known flying objects: Airplanes 
move at known speeds; straight or 
curved; balloons drift with the wind 
steadily, never against the wind. 

UFO 
Color: Yellow to red or white, 
flashing, pulsating. Changing 
color from yellow to red or green 
or vice versa. 

Size: Mostly larger than Jupiter. 

Location: Irregular upon systematic 
nightly observation. Sometimes appearing 
suddenly in middle of sky, vanishing 
suddenly. 

Movement: At times regular in accordance 
with either fixed stars or planets on 
ecliptic. But also deviating grossly 
in speed and direction. 
Unknown flying objects: May appear like 
a star on Eastern horizon, then move 
slowly along horizon to south and sink 
below horizon in west. UFO of the silvery 
type change speed abruptly, go against the 
wind, wobble like spinning tops, ·disappear 
suddenly, affect electro-magnetic 
instruments, cause clouds to disperse. " 

''There is no proof. There are no authorities whatever. No President~ Academy, 
Court of Law, Congress or Senate on this earth has the knowledge or power to 
decide what will be the knowledge of tomorrow. There is no use in trying to prove 
something that is unknown to somebody who is ignorant of the unknown, or fearful 
of its threatening power. Only the good, old rules of learning will eventually 
bring about understanding of what has invaded our earthly existence. Let those 
who are ignorant of the ways of learning stand aside, while those who know what 
learning is, blaze the trail into the unknO\vn." 

Wilhelm Reich- April, 1956. 
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PUILICATION5 Of THl OIICONI: IN5TITUTI: 

VCX. VI. NOl. I · 4 JULY, ItS. 

CONTACT \VITH SPACE 
C 0 R E 

( Cosmic Orgone Engineering) 

OHOP DESEHT 

l>v 

\\'ll.IIEUJ IIEJC:JJ, M. 1). 

SI'.ICI:: l>liii'S, llOII "'"I DIIOUGIJT 

OIICOH[ IN5TITUT[? OIIGONON 

ORANUR 
SECONO IU:.I'ORT, IY51-1956 

OROP OESER T Ea 
I~H-19SS 

by 

WILHELM REICH 

CORE PILOT PRESS 

N•• Yetta. N - Y. 

- ..... ~-

. : 

RULES TO FOLLOW IN CLOVD ENGINEERING 

, 1. Shed all ambition to impress anyone. 

2. 1'\ever play arou11d with rain making or cloudllltsting. The 011 

envelope which you tackle while "thawing" energy from the 
atmosphere is an energetic continuum of high powt:r. You m:~y 
l·ause twisters. You may stir a forest fire into a wrong direction. 
You may do other damage without int.e»4ing to do so. I'\evcr do 
anything unless you must. 

3. If experimenting: it is more important to observe and know 
why you are doing what, than to achieve intntcdiate results. 
Slowly growing comprehension will secme later results safely. 

-t In cloud engineering you do not "create rain,"- you do not 
"destroy clouds,"- briefly, you arc not playiug God. What you 
do is solely helping nature on its natmal course. 

5. Have your equipment, truck, etc. t:spcc:ially all metal parts 
well grounded into water, preferably flowing water. Lack of 
grounding imperils your organism. 

6. Do not let workers draw 011 energy any longer ii they h~come 
hlue or pmple _in thGir faces or feel dizzy. Exchange the workers; 
iet them rest far· enough away, :~nd have their faces and arms 
always wetted down with fresh water. 

7. Do not hold on to pipes or other metal parts while \'On draw 
on. Always usc a separate plastic or womlen handle to mo"ve cquip-

m'eJlt while drawing. Have your hands always well insulated with 
rubber or heavy cotton gloves. 

8. Have signs put up in such a manner that no one is hurt hv on 
charges. Do not let people stand close hy. Alllong them ma~· he 
men or women who arc ill am! would run some danger to their 
health. 

9. J\'ever "drill :l hole" into the sky right nlJo,·e you unless you 
aim for a long drawn rain. 

10. \Vhen you ft!el :l breeze or wind setting in clue to your opera
-~P41,..-a.,.~ • tion. stop clr:~wing if the wind l>ec:omes too strong or even if it 

acquires the :tppearaucc of a twister. 

Fig. 4. Spaet•gun and Operators: 

E. Pclcr Reich 
M. Silvcrt, E. Reich, W. 1\toise 

OROP DESERT Ea, Washington, D. C., 1955-56 

Reich published his experimental results 
in such a way that others could freely 
duplicate his setup and methodology; for 
this reason, the majority of Reich 1 s 

11. If vou wish to remove non clouds, drow in direction of rrm 
uf 011 e;wclope. 

12. If vou wish to Dt::STHOY c:loucls or to stop rain, oilll at center 
of hc(Jf.Jcst cloucls. 

13. If you wish to make c:louds grow hc:~vier, dr:~w from the 
. vicinitr of the smaller c:lottds, and leave the large or hca,·y douds 
undisturbed. 

14. If there arc no clouds in the sky and clouds should be creatC'd., 
disturb the stillness or evenness of the on envelop all around you 
hy brief, sweeping draws and draw mainly against tliC mn of tl1c 
on erwclopc. To create clouds ,·ou must create differences of OR 

energy potentials. · 

discoveries are extant today and available to scholars despite the Government's 
attempt to destroy his work and literally burn his books. Contrast this open 
attitude to those who hide behind 11 proprietary 11 considerations with the result of 
the discoveries being permanently lost upon the death of the inventor. 
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In 1954, Reich discovered the original Oranur 
experiment Radium increased the power of the 
cloudbuster. The "denatured" Radium near the 
base of the metal draw tubes changed the action 
from "drawing" to directly increasing the life 
energy potential in the atmosphere. This Oranur 
experiment Radium that had been denatured by 
long exposure to concentrated Orgone Energy was 
named "ORUR" . ._. "Ea" equals UFO 

Conclusions Regarding Influencing Ea with 
ORUR • Spacegun 

(1) The energy cquilihrinm of J<~a c:m hP (1i!;tmhe<l or 
,-en put out of order hy w.ithc1rawing energy from it di
!dly. Its.bclun·ior is directly relnted to the successful 

.1erations. 

(2) Sig·ns of F.n lutYing been nffected: At first sf ron.f1CI" 
'iul;iu.fJ a.s if <1ue to rcncti,·c stn1 .~g-le; fndin.fJ, repeatedly 
dcrsperset1 with stronger luminatiou; getting- smnllcr pos
hly "·ith field slu'iHkiu.fJ; nppPnrin~ to recede. into greater 
i;;tnncc; farlill.fJ out completely with or withont rcnppcnr
ncc of lnm iwt t ion ( o.;t•r photos, pp. :20, 21) ; snnunnry ;;i-
1nltn1H'Ons 1lisap]w:tr:1ncl' of mnny F.n ns if on I'O!lllllnn 
1111ll1:111cl; florrs nf wnrnin!! ( !) 1lroppr1l from sky as if in 
lnrm; erratic 1/IOI'cmcufs ont of onler. 

(3) The pow~r of the Ornnnr Spncegu11 is trrmr.nc1ons 
nr to the scnsiti,·itY of the OR energy ocean. Early 1'<';.!'11-
ttion and coordination of its 11sc is parnmo11nt to plnnc

HY snfety from abuse by Higs. 

Due to the loll!!, tlrn\\'ll ont ornriz:dion on Octol1<'1' 10, 
:1:J~, it rninNl .~rnll:• on the mornin~ of the follo\\'ing <lay. 

That !Oamc d:1y, too, I rcnch.ecl an unf1crstnnding of how 
lrur worked; win· tLc c:onnts soared so high when an otbcr
:ise ilJa<.:tiv~ ORUR was put into bea\·y lead shielding. 
n the open, without metal shielding, ORUR wns p:aecful, 
nactiYC, eoncsponding to the foggy type of c:nstcncc. 
Yhcn put into the lead container, the field wns ~pparcntl~· 
estrictcd nncl ORUR chnngcd from the foghke to the 
wiutccl existence ns seen on the lighted green screen and 
111 photogrnpl1s. Tl1is activity was responsible for .th? high 
DI nction up to 100,000 CP?.L It " ·ns the l'cst.ncfwn of 
ts peaceful acth·ity which cnused its "n·arlike'' bcb.nvior. 

1\"h\· hnd I not !'cen this simple logic in the bcha\JOl' of 
h<' ·Life Energy sooner? A peacefully liviJJg wild nnimal, 
f forccfnJh· restricted, would suddenly net cxnctly the 
;nme wn~·. ~r rntltcr the OR cncrg·y within tl1c animnl nets 
l1e snmc wny ns ORUR within lend. 

All biolo!.:·ical motion, inner as well as locomotion, np· 
i1carcd nO\\' -to be the reaction of OR to. restriction o.f its 
rrce motility; it clWJtged from the [ogl1l.'e to tJ1e 2 1 0t11fe~l 
~xistcn<.:c. The luminnting points (see "Ornnur Expen
mcnt. Fir;::t TI<'port, '' p. 1!15 :nHl Fi;.!'. S, Jl. -!2 ahon) ar~ 
111eclwuicnl tlisclwr.ocs nnd thus eon~titntc> the :-:onrcf' of a 
11101or force. The nction of the OR Jnolor bt' longs hNe: An 
even seqncncc of impulses, rc:;isicr('(l 011 the G~f .conntcr, 
at a rntc of at least 3,000 J•c>r min11te, st'ts n motor 111fo mo
tion (sc'C "Or~·on<' Energy Bulktin," 1fliS) . ..:\.lso, n lc·~ 
gone "nslc·Pp," "·ak<'s np n~ain with !:'cn~atioJ.lS of nnts 
cra"·lin~ or fine Jlce<llcs pushing to,\·ard the :::bn surfacc. 
Good tl;eOIT formation he~an to p:ty off. The assnmption 
was fruitf,;l in that it pc>rmitted f11rilter dcHlop1ncnt to 
take plncc in the Arizona desert. It clc!'c·n·<:s furthr1· spe

cial, cnrcfnl stuc'ly. 

The northwestern Yellow Ea, the same \Yhicli hnd fndcd 
out upon direct orurization, clid not rcappenr in the sky 
after the "battle" of October lOth. There was only a red 
Ea ball banging low, 5-10 degrees up, in the western sky 
on the northern shoulcler of Bnld ?.T onnta in. Howc,·cr, the 
DOR emergency conthmcc1 to he critical at Orgonon. )fy 
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clog, Troll, had eaten little for three days. On the 13th, he 
was ouly lying around, sick and miserable. I, too, could not 
eat bl'eause of uausc•11. ~[y dnnghtcr felt diz:.:y, as if 
"drawn from the head." She ate little. Grethe Hoff re
ported by phone from Boston that her little son had been 
sick for two days and thtit he was not eating. Our bnth · 
water was black-greenish after use that day, a certain sigu 
of much DOR having been soaked from our bodies. 

'fhe Ea seemed ,·cry acti,·e lately. The strougest draw 
effects were felt from the southern one. I could not rid 
myself of the idea that, if there were any spacemen arOtt)l(l 
or if these yellow and red luminating balls reprcst:Jli c<l 
some kind of machines directed energetically frOJn afar, 
whoever directed them must ha\·e been rnaclly miudc·rl. 
That snn1e dny my GJ\f coimter failed eomplct~ ... .hY f:l<1ing 
nnd jamming when the Orur joined tlJC lead coHtaincr. 
I did 110! 111HIC>rstall(1 \\'hy, <•xc·1·pt that the Hdi,·ih· 11111"'t 
have been very l1igh, too hi~h for the device to tnl~c. 

Only n few dnys were left for us at Orgonon. Moise 
and my son Peter left Orgonon for 'rucson, .A rizonn, hro 
dnys after the "Lnttlc," on October 12, 8:15 n.m. My O\\'ll 

departure wns ~;checlulcd for October 19th. 

Summary of Available Data, October, 1954 

This was tlw state of kuowledgc antilalJie to lite l'X· 

pcdition: 

(1) 11lc1·casing the e.uergy zwte.ulial in the atm.oszlltCre. 
by wny of OH.UR was now availuhlc in addition to t.hc old 
tcchnicrue of lowcri1zg tlJC potcntiY,I at will hy way of flr:nr
ing off energy with the Clontlbn~tcr. 

(2) "Dcc1·case" nnd "lnct·casc" of poteitl.ial couhl he 
ilJtcrprcted ·in terms of functional physics simply :ts n 
change in !.he form of the atmospl1eric energy from the 
foglil.'e. (uncxcitNl, low) to the Jluiuled (cx<.:itcd, higb) siatc 

or existence and vice nrsa. Only the "poi1~ted" state of 
OR registers on the G lii counter. 

(3) There was little doubt left: One could now reach 
far into space with ORUTI: the rnnge was limitless thco
reticnlly, since the On. energy ocean is endless and most 
sensitive to stimuli ns demonstrated by the proccsscl) of 
dawn, dusk, and our actual operations onr vast stretches 
of space. 

(4) The chnnf;:C from the "cloudy" to the "pointed" 
stntc of existence, or actiualiu11 of OR wns now possible hy 
simply imzJeding its freedom of "lazy'' motion or by di
rect irritation such as friction, sp:nking secondary coil 
systems, Jmclcar rnatcrinl, heat, etc. 

(5) At that <laic, due perhaps to the increased DOR 
Emergency, we felt that !IJcrc could be no doubt left as to 
the purposefulness of the :tdi,·itics of Ea: Energy \\'ns 
being witbdrawn from our planet, with the consequences 
known now·, 195G, fnr and wide as "DOn-Emergency"; 
decay of Ycgctation, the crumbling of granite rock, a fenr
isb atmosphere. OR energy l:nrs, mostly unknown to us 
cnrthmcn, were used tcdlllieally in the En operations. \Ye 
earthmen had only just begun to make contact with these 
technological mntters. lYe Lad, in ncldition to all this, to 
fight agninst the malignant actiYitics at our Lacks of frus
trated, dorized, IJCnrotic iHcJi,·icln:ds of our own kiHd. Thl'H! 

were unmistakably rcprcscntN1 at that tinJC hy the irre
sponsible aeti,·itics, the conspirncy of corrupt, ignor;mt 
officials, .• the Hi;;s in tl1c FDA. "Orgouc Eizcrgy docs 110t 

exist," they snid to the Jnclgc, while the plnnet. \\'HS ucillg 
attacked with the usc of this nry same Cosmic Encr;y. 
It is little consolation that no one will remember these 
Higs only a. few years bcucc. 

(6) All of us wllo partook in this emergency felt "The 
war of the Universe was on," with Orgonon ngninst its 
intention or d~sign playing the role of a. "Planetary Valley 
Forge," as it were: 



Tucson, Arizona October, 1954: no rain for five years, a completely barren desert. 
The expedition is set up in a rented house on 50 acres about eight miles North of 
town near Oracle Junction. Closer observation reveals that the desert was a process 
rather than a static condition; a struggle of the land to live against the DOR 
infestation. With cloudbusting operations, much DOR was removed and fresh Orgone 
Energy was brought in from the Southwest (along the Galactic Orgone Stream). The 
immediate result was a freshening of the atmosphere and environment: gone was the 
parching dryness and gone was the blinding whiteness of the sky. Rainmaking was not 
the goal; in fact, noticeable results occurred prior to any rain falling on the dry 
sandy desert floor. By November, the barren desert North of Tucson began to turn green 
with a fine growth of new grass ! In December, the greening of the desert had spread -
to cover an area 40 to 80 miles from Tucson with new grass up to one foot high ! This 
happened without any rain falling, due solely to the fresh atmospheric Ljfe Energy 
and attendant moisture from the Pacific ocean, 250-400 miles to the Southwest. 
These CORE operations attracted the unwelcome attention of flying saucers ! (Energy 
alpha or Ea): 

Disclosures regarding the Flying Saucers, such as noiseless
ness, bluish shimlllcring lights, rotating discs underlying their 
motion, fell into place with some of the facts I knew well from 
cosmic on energy functioning: functiol!S such as silent operation 
which I had experienced when the on motor had been worked on 
in 1947-19-18, or blue lumination in 0.5 micron pressure vacuum 
tubes. The old orgonometric functions came back, one by one, 
especially those which had dealt with the gravitational equation: 

g •• f f. ,.~ f 100 

The facts confirming these abstractiolls seemed to be at lwnd now, 
in a str:~ngely practical manner. Things tied in further. Function 
after function coordinated itself with what I had read :~bout the 
"unidentified objects." The final picture as of today is abo11t this: 

1. The ·· COHE men " (conE = cos:-.uc onco:"E El\'CI:"EF.ni:"C), 
as I came to call them, apparently were thoroughly conversant with 
the laws of functioning in the cosmic OH energy ocean, e~pecially 
with gravitv as a f1inction of Sllj)"~"impo. ilion. 

2.. They use cosmic OJ\ energy in propelling their machines. 
3. Their" blue lights" were in agreement with the blue color 

characteristic of :11! visible on functions, sky, protoplasm, aurora, 
sunspots, depth of moon valleys as seen at dusk, the color of on· 
energy lumination in vacor tubes, etc. 

4. The changes of color from blue to white or red, etc., I 
knew well from various studies of on phenomena and I had seen 
some practically in vacor tubes. 

5. The conE men were obviously riding their space ships on 
the main OH energy streams of the Universe (see cos:-.r1c SL'PEII-
1:'\li'OSITIO:'\ on "Galactic ;mel Equatorial Streams"). 

6. The tremendous speeds which they were able to achic\'e 
were not in disagreement at all with the tremendous quantities I 
had calculated for the on energy streams of the Universe in 19-10 
to 19-1-1. (There are still many gaps there, and many uncertain
ties. The t:-~bles of the kr'· number system are in my possession.)" 

1. A specll of .~.u Or la thousand mdes per nour did not ;lp
pe;u impossible in the light of these numbers; on the contr:-~rv: It 
appeared quite natural. · 

8. They rotated their discs in harmony with the on waves 
they rode on. Rotating discs describe exactly what I had calcu
lated 10 ;.·ears pre,·iously as the so-called ~~~w ('" Kreiselwellen ") 
or SPI)';)';I:"C WAVES, without any kno•vledge of space ships actually 
riding cosmic OR ,,.a,·es. From these wa\'es, I h:-~d derived my 
mass-free equation: 

C.-:-+ ).. 3s= 

. Things were fitting well, ,.,·en too neatly for my taste. There
fore, I hesitated to tell anything to anyone about them. I only 
worried about what might have happened to the facts and equa
tions which a student had acquired in 19-17 to l9-cl9. He had 
worked on the on energy motor, and he disappeared in 19-19 under 
nwsterious circumstances. 

' 9. Just as sp::tce is not elllpty, light docs not "come down to 
us from the stars and the sun." Jt is an effect of lumination in the 
OH energy envelope of the planets. It is a local 7Jl1cnomcnon. 
Therefore, there is theoretically no li1nit to speed in cosmic space, 

: cxc:ept tec:m1ically. IlllS agr<:es wnn the .rp! .. .Icllcly hm1tless 
quantities in energy functions which characterize the or_gonome~ 
.. krx system " as progressing in geometric proportion"S:"-These 
~lie calcul_ations seem to he applicable to the technologi
cal problems of the Cosmic OH Energy Streams. 

THE Ea BATTLE OF TUCSON 

Ea, DOR and Cloud Formation 

The following- tl•<•oretical work ]JOsitions were lwld 
XonndJer 10, EJ54: 

1. DOH is the basic drougllt-crmsi11g arH1 <h·H•rt-snp
porting- factor. 'l'l1ere is ~ome obscure rclatin11~l•ip of DOTI. 
to water. DOR "cats mouutai11s aud lcllcls them nfj" to sa11tl 
dmzcs." 

~- SulJHra sand is caked, erystallizel1 soil 111ixcl1 with 
Orite. 

3. Ea enn~rs st ro11g- DOR and dissolHs clon<h, pre
,·en!s c:loucl fonnntion. 

4. B:1 cnn 1Je wenkcne<1 or enn cxtin;nisltec1 l1y clrn''
illg' ofi c11crg-y 11·ith the Spncegnn. 

5. Ba lJ<~S ca11sNl tl1c d<·~erts of tJw· planet, ~llJ•!JOrf<·•l 
l•y cart lnn:111 's cJnot ional desert. 

Tl1C' <l:ty~ nncl nigl1ts from XoYCmbcr G to !l wrrc fillecl 
with })(lR sil'kness, dispersnl of nrtificinlly erC'nlC'<l clnnch:, 
nppC'arance at irre;tllar times nnd places of one to h>o En 
in the> E:1st. Tl1erc wns no DOR accumulation nfier snc
<'l'"~fnl <lrawin~ \\·as performed on the e,·ening- of XoYem
hrr S1h from !1Jc eastern Ea. The mornin~ of No,·cmhcr 
0th was free of DOR. The mountnins WC're clenr, t~JC' ,-nl
leys hrilliant. Such <'lwn;:cs from DOR to DOTI-frf'(' r1nn; 
and \icc n~rsa, which followed our clrn'~>in.~ operatio1;.,, 
wc>re most eom·i11cin;. So was, too, hen~· DOR. frJ)lo"·in!; 
sighting of Ea or 110t drawing- from En. 

Fir. 23. The e-reenint experimental area at Tucaon 
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JOR removal operations were greatly facilitated by the arrival of the ORUR from 
)rgonon, Maine in December of 1954. This denatured Radium from the Oranur experiment 
1ad to be towed behind a chartered airplane in a special wooden container at the end 
Jf a 100' nylon rope. By January 1955, unprecedented rainfall was recorded in 
\rizona, New Mexico and throughout the Southwest. 
)espite the local success of reversing the desert process around Tucson, it became 
:lear that an area would have to be free of both flying saucer activity and the 
long range effect of nuclear activity in order to maintain the self regulating 
~nergetic metabolism that had been set up near Tucson with the cloudbuster DOR 
~emoval operations. 
[t was noted that there seemed to be a DOR barrier somewhere \~est of the experimental 
;ite in Arizona. Accordingly, a detachment was sent West to locate this concentration 
)f DOR that was breaking up and dissolving the clouds and moisture flowing in from 
~est to East. The DOR barrier proved to be near Jacumba California, stretching -e~r 
)Q miles on a North-South axis with its Southern terminus in Mexico. 
3y March 1955, the expedition and equipment had set up shop near Boulder State Park 
just West of the DOR barrier. Continous DOR remov~l operations, including ORURizing 
:he atmosphere, were conducted for two weeks. Sy March 24, the barrier was breaking 
JP with a black precipitate form of DOR ("Melanor 11

) falling to the ground and turning 
:he white sand dark. Cloud formations were now able to pass this area without 
iissolving and rain began to occur by the end of March. 
luring the expedition there was a series of atomic bomb tests conducted near Las Vegas. 
:oncurrent with ORURizing activities, there were many publically announced 
)OStpon~ments of the atomic tests. 

,Experimental Quest for the Ea Barrier 

Dnrillg the tug of war of January 12th, Ea ~;ecJucc1 to 
haYc sm-rotmded the Tucson Valley Pll Jll:lsse; J CO]I(:t~i\'l't1 

of thP. irlca that this may be 11 routine Jlwnsnre 011 tlH: pnrt 
r,f !')J:1CCillCJl to attack a certain n~::iou. Jt w:t~ know11 to 
ntc t ltnt the rc existed n ~harp l•o rclt• rli 11c: lll'f ll't••'ll iltc ~n·,·n 
mountain rrm;l's on tlH' "·e~frrn slopl':-; of tltc S ic•JTn :ttHl 
the~ barn'n, C'a!Sterll tll'~ert slnp<'s. \Yns it J'O,_,..jl.Jc• 1lt:tl a 
"lH11-ric1·" wns f'Ct np there, wltich separ;ll<·t1 the _!:.TI'•'ll 
frCim the bnrr<'n land? I t1C.'ci<lc·d to f!rl!l nnt pr:ttfit:lll~-. 

'J'\\"o opcr:liors went to the wc~f't co:r~t ~On miles mrn~·. to 
iinrl ont \l·lrl'tlr cr such a b:tnier cxi .~trrl. lf did c.cisf. TIH·:· 
reported from t1re Sierra cli,·ide tkd tltr C'lowl:-: c·IJIItin~ 

in from tltc lrc .,·f Cua.~t tlirlunf Jlass lJitl tli.~sijJIIff',l ut'tT IJ,t . 
l){(rricr 011 the dividili[J ra11f1c. 

The Barrier Yields 

\Vc arrived nt Boulder l'nrk on tire diYide lute tbat day 
mel mnde rcndy to start oper:ltious on the barrier the 
:ollowing day, ~fnrch Gth. I 1':1\\' tlwt the clouds on np
l)l'O:lcb to or while passing tltc barrier would dissip:~te 

~xactly Ore way I lrad seen it. h:tppen o\·er the obserYatory 
1t Organon in the Oranur years, 1!153 and 19:>3. 'l'hc 
1\'hitish, thick clouds wonlcl ht·conrc fu7.zy at the arh·m1cing 
fringes, the thin tlJrcnch \ronld dis:::oh·c completely un til 
the wlrole cloud, no matter ltow thick would disappear, 
ne\·cr to be t<ecn -.. ngain in its original form. It wns ab
sorbed hy DOR. This conlcl IJc !'CCII hy its turning in color 
from white to steel gr:..~y or dirty ~;rny and becomin;- rcc
t:mgular. Steel gr:1y, rect:tltgular or fuzzy clouds nrc t!Jcn:· 
fore nlways signs of the pn·scnce c•f DOR, ns nrc the dirty 
],Jackish l:iky and the high IJ:Ickgrouncl count. Doth intlic~tte 
effects of prc:;ent or pa~t prc:;ence of En. 

;o much new material was gathered during this 
:hat even today we have not fully absorbed it 
10nths, Contact vJith Space, is only the first 
:errestrial contact . 
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The Nodes of Ea 

By concentrating upon :-;ingle regions, single ohjecls, 
single ricltllr.!", we :t\'Oi<lcd confusion :11111 rr.aclrl•tl l'fliei<!lll'Y· 
For example, it was fonnr1 that :11\'. Ea is cucr.nclir:ully not 
~h:tpecl round hut is built like ;1 Inn .~ sl r!'lrh<'tl-out tlouh}P 
cone with f\1·0 t1is1inct foeal points. We ~lr:lll po,..tponc a 
discn:ssion or' tltis fact. It h:ts gr,•:tt ht'aring 11]",'1 oth<'r 
tl•JTestri:ll nncl rckstial functions, for r.xnnrplc the Joc:tlion 
of the origin of lrnrricancs. 

;1/ode~~~~#..d-e--=-===~ 
Fir. 30. E ... CM node• • 

• C\!-Core ~lachi:Jcs. 

It appeared not illlpr,~si!Jlc that in due time tire atmos
phere would ],c !ntlllllllizc-<1 Ol .~ainst ntomic explosions as 
one immunizes liYin;.:· ~:-~tents :tgainst. infection . Only tbo~c 
ig11orant of ihc fmretiunal identity between organismic 
and atmo~plreric OH C'IH.:rgy woultl be !>lrochd by such an 
iJca. A lli_;hly ornrizr <l :dmo,;plrere \l·ould syphon off :~ny 
kind of DOR e11< ~ !'~"Y fro:n nto111ic IJlnsts or from Ea. \\·e 
had tLe imprl'ssion tlrat f!terc wt•rc difficulties in setting 
off tl1c A-bomb. 

\\'ritten during rite winter El.-,.).l!J:JG from Het:onls 
of the Ex}'< ·clition (JHOP DESERT E :t, J,y \\'ilhrhn Ht·ich. 

expedition which ended in April of 1955, 
all. Reich•s account of these historic 
chapter in the new age of extra 



WHAT THE FINANCIAL NEWSLETTERS LEAVE OUT 

by 
Trevor James Constable 

Numerous readers of my Cosmic Pulse of Life <1976), have expressed their 
gratitude for the book's esoteric insights into world trends. Many orthodox analysts 
nowadays, mainly in the financial newsletters, are aware that the USA is being 
steadily and systematically destroyed from within. Politically, econtmtcally, 
spiritually and morally, the USA is being cut down through the actions of numerous 
eminent and influential Americans, most of them native born citizens. In all history, 
there has been no such treason. 

Slowly the reality is sinking into the financial newsletter publishers that these 
malevolent . operations are laking place on an almost inconceivably vast scale. As yet, 
there is little or no comprehension that the overall directing consciousness !,[ nQl 
human. or that its scope and capacities dwarf the most brilliant human being into 
insignificance. This was dealt with in my Cosmic Pulse of Life. and warrants overview 
updating after a decade. Because of its very nature, nothing will appear concerning 
this kind of intelligence in the financial newsletters. 

The earth plane is under preparation for the incarnation i~ the mortal body of 
Ahriman -- the third member of the Cosmic triad involved in Earth evolution. The 
occult sequence is the incarnation of Lucifer in Asia four millennia ago; the 
incarnation of Christ in the Middle East two millennia ago; and the imminent 
incarnation in the West of Ahriman, the spiritual suzerain of the inferior forces, 
i.e. the forces standing beneath Man. Nothing can prevent this event, for it is Cosmic 
in design and integumented into the whole drama of evolution. As incarnate humans, 
what we do control i~ our individual orientation and reaction to the Ahrimanic event, 
to which current world trends are a sinister precursor. 

Dr. Rudolph Steiner has stated that ahrimanic goals include total control of the 
Earth, the making of the world wholly ahrimanic. Destruction, rigidification and 
enslavement characterize the advance toward ahrimanic control. Actions directed 
towards world control are all around us, cunningly masked by idealistic fronts, and we 
should be sharply aware that ahrimanic aims and agents alwavs ~ to ~ ~ that which 
they ~ not. Those who are dismantling and undermining America purport to be impelled 
by common sense and idealism. 

The secret orders and secret societies into which wealthy and influential 
Americans have been inducted, usually at leading univers1ties, are for the most part 
ahrimanic organisms serving vast subversional goals in earth evolution. Highly 
educated men have to be led to believe that their clandestine activities are for the 
benefit of mankind, which is wholly in accord with the lying nature of the ahrimanic 
powers. Cultivated elitism runs strongly in such groups of men, and provides and 
avenue by which the ahrimanic powers access the individuals psychically. The greed and 
wealth of some of them places them under the control of those ahrimanic lieutenants . 
commanding those spheres of action. 

The secret activity has accelerated since World War I, synchronous with other 
preparations for the incarnation of Ahriman. Some of 1t has even peeped above the 
surface in the various "commissions" and "councils" such as those organized and 
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financed by the Rockefeller interests. These are typical ahrimanic fronts, carrying 
the clear ahrimanic signature of representing themselves as that which they are Il.Q!... 
They have come to constitute a shadow government in America, by which the irritating 
impediment of elections may be circumvented. Diffusion of such unelected rulers into 
every significant level of government suffices to exert control, no matter who is 
elected by the public. 

Ambitious political pushers quickly came to accept in America, that without the 
blessing and support of the shadow forces. they can wield no significant influence of 
any kind. Actual and direct control has passed in our time wholly to the shadow 
forces. Mere party politics and hoopla are part of the cunning duping of the popul~ 
who fail to realize that the country is managed from ~ shadows no matter who stands 
in front of the TV cameras as president. 

The heaviest shadow backing today lies behind the high-powered drive for World 
Government. Only one force in earth evolution stands to benefit from such an agency: 
Ahriman. To make the Earth wholly Ahrimanic requires political machinery, to manage 
the forthcoming attempt at enslavement of mankind. Ordinary citizens of rational mind 
are being systematically brainwashed to believe that "peace" can only come to Earth 
out of World Government. Institutions of higher learning support this goal, while 
their learned professors fail to discern that our present earthly governments are all 
~ f£Qm the shadows and that World Government can be no different. 

Avoided like a plague is the common sense reality: Earth has always been one 
world and is one world now. Within its diversity lies its unity. A World G~vernment, 
bending all to a single authority, aims at the eradication of diversity. 

The USA stood as a prototype of unity in diversity, with all the tribes of the 
earth brought under one banner, yet protected from each other's excesses by 
Constitutional government. The individual became the sovereign amid the mass. Failure 
of American government has not been due to its forms, but rather to corruption of 
individual humans who ensoul those forms: representatives, judges, leading elective 
and appointive officials. The Money Power has been the major earthly agency of this 
corruption, but it is absolutely essential to grasp that the corruptive impulse, the 
corruptive will, reside in the same extra-human source as is now illegally 
manipulating the whole world. The Money Power is the worldly instrument of the 
ahrimanic will. 

Men who have surrendered the USA to dishonesty and corruption, now seek behind a 
veil of fake altruism, to bring the entire world under the control of international 
finance capitalism, which has replaced the obsolescent nationally-based capitalism of 
the past. With its sophisticated modern communications and unimaginable financial 
power wielded at the tap of a computer key, international finance capitalism is the 
ultimate ahrimanic instrument. Sovereignty and governments get in its way, impede its 
maneuvers and frustrate its appetites. 

Nothing of these machinations appears in the full light of day, which is what you 
would expect of the powers of darkness. Control of informational media is central to 
the main ahrimanic design, and the limitation and rigidification of thought in America 
today strangely coincides with the so-called "information age", wherein the brightest 
people have not an inkling of what is really happening. Media control is respons1ble. 
Media clones intone about the "tides of history" as one impeding government after 
another is destabilized and swept out of the way of the ahrimanic powers. 
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Always these invasions of other people's lives, nations and affairs take place 
behind phoney protestation about violated human rights, fake moral outrage and 
synthetic morality. A free man aware of ahrimanic workings sees only one dominant tide 
in the material world: the tide of financial debt. Here is bondage f.Qr. mankind on an 
unprecedented scale. Woe betide that nation or people that finds its way to solvency. 
Geopolitical targeting will ensue, and if need be, the entire life of that people will 
be convulsed with ahrimanic ruthlessness behind a moralistic facade. 

Who issues the debt that results in international serfdom? The same forces that 
now back the lofty-sounding commissions and councils and clubs, all of them driven by 
their obsession for World Government. They really know not "whence co~" their 
conscious thoughts about all this. The excarnate ahrimanic beings access them through 
subconscious actions, and we can expect that sophisticated developments of what exists 
on earth as radionics, exercise such control. By this means, the will of the ahrimanic 
powers is driven up into our world -- through these men of earthly financial and 
political power. Subversion of earth evolution requires earth plane action by earthly 
incarnates, who become literally the hands and feet of those spirit beings who are 
unable to function in this density. 

Greed is the impelling motive that leads controlled human beings to distort and 
monopolize commerce, control natural resources, misuse technology and despoil the 
natural beauty of the Earth that is essential to the well-being of its inhabitants. 
Worst of all their crimes against mankind is the special corruption of education, so 
that each incoming generation is shaped to accept world corruptiqn. The revivifying 
power of youth is thereby diverted into a frantic youthful scramble ' for a share of the 
spoils. 

Men come and go from this plane. The scale and sequencing of the mighty events 
that are now climaxing, bespeak a superintending intelligence not afflicted with 
mortality. The periodic irruption of secret societies into the open at various points 
in history, at times when incarnates were needed to implement earth plane action, 
further supports the extra -human surveillance and supervision of anti -evolutionary 
machinations. 

The moral, social, economic, industrial, political and emotional disintegration 
of the USA have all attained the kind of momentum that lends to be self-reinforcing. 
The ultimate ahrimanic obscenity is meanwhile being clandestinely prepared: political 
merger of the USA into the ahrimanic stronghold of the USSR. World Government can 
eventuate no other way. The ahrimanic minions who have worked for the destruction of 
the USA as a prerequisite for this merger, may not ever see the day when they will 
rule it all in the way they dream --without being elected. 

Most of these misguided and greedy men are into their 70's. No matter what secret 
societies they belong to and regardless of their earthly eminence, they all face the 
inexorable democracy of the grave. Nobody ever plotted their way around that. These 
vain and deceitful men have pursued the enslavement of their fellows under false 
banners of friendship and service. There is solace for the victims of their wickedness 
in the grinding wheels of the Lords of Karma. 
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SYMBIOTIC ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGIES 

by 
Dr. Edson Johnson 

I'm researching what I call "Symbiotic Electromagnetic 
Energies" <S.E.E. for short>, using the combined stimulation 
effects of electromagnetic spectrum energies <electricity, ~ ..... ,.. 
magnetism, light spectrum, ion effects, etc.>. Symbiotic in 
biology means one organism being helpful to another, i.e. 
deriving mutual benefit from each other. In my research I have 
found the following: Take a strong light source <I use a car 
headlight>, and shine that light on a mirror with a 500,000 gauss 
magnet placed behind it and then focus the reflected light 
through a 10 power or more lens onto seeds placed in an aluminum 
foil container. <The foil acts like a reflector of the focused 
light onto the seed scars, hilums as they are called 
botanically>. Now, the seed scars <hilums) appear to open in 
this magnetic and light stimulation. It allows more water, carbon 
dioxide, oxygen and liquid fertilizer into the seeds, thus 
quickening the germination of the seeds and the result is 
accelerated plant growth!!! You can see this opening of the seed 
scars on radish seeds with a lens. I have given this method 
gratis to many agricultural organizations around the world and it 
is now public knowledge. This would be a good experiment for 
your BSRF Journal readers to try. 

magnet 

\ 

mirror 

focusing 1f 
lens /. 
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).1415927 ••• etc., etc., etc. 

by 

Michael Theroux 

What kind of title is that for an article? Immediately, some 
of you will recognize that this endless number string is simply 
the formula for Pi. But what exactly is Pi? It certainly isn't 
just an infinite group of numbers used in calculation. So what is it? 

The point I'm trying to make is that "Pi", expressed nUJnericallyt 
is an irrational number, meaning that it never ends. It seems that 
the use of irrational number strings has become the newest 'fad' in 
trying to show the relationship between one thing and another. I've 
noticed this in several books and articles which virtually explain 
away the mysteries by tossing around the decimal equivalents of 
incomensurable proportions revealing to 'you', the reader, that 
everything works out just swell. Either I've completely lost something 
in the translation, or I'm just not groovy enough to understand 
because most of the time I'm left thoroughly confused. If we look 
at ancient mathematics, we find that they had no decimal system with 
which numerical equivalants could be indicated. To the ancient 
mathematician the idea of an irrational number was a logical absurdity; 
an unacceptable contradiction which held no reason. But, a ratio 
(which incidentally is the Latin root of 'reason') wa~ fixed and 
measurable, and therefore expediant. 

A ratio is a comparison of two different quantities or sizes 
and constitutes a measure · of difference expressed by the formula 
a:b. This is something that one can easily percieve and judge by the 
senses alone. You certainly don't have to have a college textbook 
by your side in order to understand a basic comparison between two 
things because it is a natural process of intelligence. The same 
holds true of a proportion, although a bit more subtle than the 
direct acknowledgement of a ratio. A proportion is a comparison of 
equality between two ratios, and is expressed by the formula 
a:b::c:d, that is to say "a is to bas cis to d". Obviously, the 
ratio and proportion are much easier to comprehend than a meaning
less expression represented by a string of numbers. If the ancients 
had no use for irrationals, then I can see no reason why they are 
so widely displayed in literature today other than to confuse and 
mis~ead the reader.(with all due respect, it could be the authors 
who are actually confused) Anyway, let's continue by showing some 
coricrete demonstrations of these ratios and proportions. 

To answer our first question, Pi is the ratio of the circumference 
of any circle to its diameter. Most of us probably know this but 
seem to only remember the number which represents it. A recent article 
in Science News entitled "Pi Wars:Deuling Supercomputers" recounted 
the relentless pursuit of computers to determine the value of "that 
elusive number". Nowhere in the article is Pi referred to as a ratio. 
It's just another number to play endless games with.(by the way, 
"Tests show that the first JO million or so digits do behave regularly 
as expected") 
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Shown below is an example o£ Pi. 

c 

d = diameter 
c = circumference 

c:d = Pi 

Another of these proportions that has fallen into the hands 
of trend-setting mathematicians is the Golden Section or Phi ratio. 
Here again it is usually expressed as an irrational number where 
Phi= 1.6180JJ9 ••• etc., but the Golden Section, like Pi; is first 
and foremost a proportion, derived from a geometric relationship and 
not a number. To observe this proportion, let's examine the 
Golden Rectangle below: 

1 X 

1 Where :X = Phi 
Expressed in a more mathematical way: 

X = ( -{5 - 1 ) I 2 = Phi 1 

So tho base has a length = x + 1 = Phi 

Both the ratio between 1 and x, and the formula above = Phi 

It is well known that the Golden Section can be found through
out nature, and it is easily observable in plant life, such as in 
the following- diagram: 
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aab .. Phi 

X 

Where; X = 
s = 
H = 

So that; S:H 
H:x 
S:x 

1 base 2 
Slant 
Height 

= .v'Phl 
= ..JPhi 
= Phi 

Also, in the last few years 
there has been alot of talk 
concerning the mathematical rel
ationships of the Great Pyramid 
in comparison to things such 
as musical compositions, organic 
forms, and other structures of 
architecture. Firet let me state 
that there are two schools of 
thought, one of which says that 
the Great Pyramid was e~structed 
according to Pi, and the other 
which says it was constructed 
according to the Golden Proportion. 
For example, the base of the 
pyramid divided by the height 
is equal to t Pi. But upon closer 
observation we find that the 
Golden Proportion figures more 
prominently in the pyramid's 
construction: 

height 

Thus, the three sides of the cross-sectional triangle in the · 
pyramid are in a perfect geometrical proportion of 1:~Phi:Phi. 
Although both Pi and Phi are to be found in the pyramid's construction, 
it would seem more probable that its construction was based on the 
Golden Section, and that Pi was merely an interesting by-product, 
but this is just speculation on my part. What I'm really driving at 
here is that in order to display a distinct relationship between 
the construction of the pyramid and something else, one must reveal 
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the comparison in proportional terms. You simply cannot show a 
definite relationship by adding together irrelevant strings of 
numbers, but if you explain that 1 a is to bas cis to d 1 , then 
one has no problem with its interpretation. 

The real meanings of Pi and Phi presented here along with many 
other proportions to include the square root ~ctions, have long 
been left to the ancient mathematician. Only recently has there 
been a renewed interest to understand these concepts in relation
ship to our universe. In order to do this we have only to think 
~ctionally and observe as did the ancients; not letting 'm~rn' 
technology cloud our intended views. So let's stop drumming up 
ridiculous fantasies from the astral lagoon of channeled knowledge 
and start learning the truth. 
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A REVIEW OF MODERN ELECTRICAL THEORIES 

by Professor Wm. A. Anthony 

A paper read before the 42nd meeting of the American Institute of 
Electrical Engineers, New York, January 21st, 1890. 

The general phenomena of electricity are familiar to us all. 
As children we learned of attraction and repulsion of electrostatic 
charges, of condensers, of insulators and conductors, of electric 
currents and electro-magnets, of telegraphs, and electric f~re alarms 
and electric bells, of the heating of conductors, and even e ectric 
lights. We have long been familiar with the effect of the current on 
a magnetic meedle, and with the attraction and repulsion of currents 
for each other. We have seen that these effects are manifested at a 
distance from the conductors which carry the currents, and we have 
been willing to believe that the distances at which these phenomena 
could be recognized were limited only by the want of sensitiveness of 
the apparatus through which the effects were manifested. Probably not 
many of us stop to think how these effects were brought about. We were 
content with a general statement of the relations of the phenomena, or, 
at least, with the determination of the direction and intensity of the 
forces due to a given conformation of current. We talked of the attrac
tions and repulsions as action across space, and, if we thought of them 
at all as requiring any mechanism through which to ac~t, we still felt 
satisfied when we had discovered and formulated the laws that govern 
the action of these forces. 

It did not matter to us that attraction across empty space was 
unthinkable; it was enough that action took place, and that we could 
measure and, to a certain extent, control it. We constructed instru
ments and computed forces acting under certain conditions; we multi
plied experiments and thought we had developed a vast science. But 
there have not been wanting, even among the earlier philosophers, some 
who could not feel satisfied with the idea of action at a distance. 
Experience gives no clue to any explanation of action of one body upon 
another at a distance, except through some intervening mechanism, and 
if we find cases where such intervening mechanism is not apparent, to 
say that in these cases action at a distance is taking place, is only 
to say that the action is unexplained. 

Gravity acts upon the distant planets, and, we believe, upon the 
most distant stars; but it is not enough to say that gravity acts, 
that it decreases as the square of the distance increases, we want to 
know how it acts. By what means or through what medium does our earth 
reach out to the distant planets and affect their movements? These are 
the questions that the dissatisfied few have asked in the past, and 
today it is not the few but the many who would be glad to have the 
question answered. Faraday early taught us that the mere statement of 
the law of electrical attraction or repulsion was no explanation, and 
he sought the explanation in the action in the intervening medium. He 
demonstrated by experiments, that have become classic, that the effect 
if induction depends upon the nature of the medium intervening between 
the conductors; a demonstration that here, at least, the intervening 
medium took part in the action and helped to determine the result. 
Magnetic and electro-magnetic phenomena were to Faraday also effects 
propagated through the medium; and Maxwell, following Faraday's work, 
subjected the whole matter to a searching mathematical analysis. 
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It was necessary, in order to complete the theory, to assume the 
existence of a medium in which the forces were exerted; but, as a 
medium had already been assumed to account for the phenomena of light, 
it would hardly be scientific to assume another to account for elec
trical and optical phenomena as well? Maxwell showed how the question 
of the identity of the two media could be tested, and our modern 
views of electricity are mainly the results of his work. What do we 
know of electrical phenomena? We know that pieces of glass and silk 
ruEDed together and then separated attract each other; that the 
property of attraction can be imparted to metals if they are insulated; 
that if two such masses of metal be connected by a wire the power of 
attracting each other disappears, and at the same time, the wi~e is 
warmed and for an instant exerts magnetic forces at right angles with 
the wire. Numerous other facts we know, . but these will suffice as 
illustrations of the phenomena. When a metal conductor is discharged 
by touching it with a wire we say the wire carries a current, and we 
have been accustomed to ascribe the heating and the magnetic effects 
to that current. We have looked upon the thing, whatever it is, that 
takes place in the wire as the origin of all that takes place around 
it. The current warms the wire, and it confers upon it the property 
of acting upon magnetic needles; but how does it act? 

We cannot conceive of the action of that wire on that needle, 
except through something extending from the wire to the needle 
through which the wire can exert a pu,sh or pull. All around that 
wire the needle is affected; at considerable distances ~he effect 
can be exhibited, and we believe itis only want of delicacy of our 
apparatus that prevents our discovering it at the greatest distances. 

A 

Fig. 1 D 

c 
If the wire acts it acts through a medium in which it creates 

a disturbance, and the disturbance in turn acts upon the magnetic 
needle. But are we sure that the action bagins with the wire? Is it 
not possible that the action begins in the medium, and that the wire 
merely separates portions of the medium and so permits action that 
would not otherwise take place? Maxwell has proposed a mechanical 
illustration of the action taking place in space when electrical 
phenomena occur, and Fleming and Lodge have elaborated it and brought 
it within the reach of non-mathematical readers. Let us suppose all 
space to be filled with wheels connected by idle wheels in such a way 
that when one turns all must turn in the same direction, except that 
the elasticity of the system permits a small movement of one wheel 
before the others in the vicinity begin to move. Electromotive force 
is then something that tends to turn the wheels. Let B in Fig. 1, 
represent some source of electromotive force; A and C conductors not 
forming a closed circiut but having an opening at D. The electro
motive force a B tends to turn the wheels, but so long as the gap 
exists at D the wheels are connected through all space, and the 
E.M.F. at B can effect nothing except to turn the wheels through a 
small angle until the elastic resistance balances the E.M.F. In the 
conductor, the wheels are not supposed to be rigidly connected. They 
can turn by slipping on each other, and the wheels in space may turn 
by slipping on the wheels in the conductor; h~nce, as the ends of A 
and C approach each other, the connection between the wheels within 
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the enclosure and those of outside space becomes smaller and smaller, 
and, when the conductors touch, there is no longer anything to pre
vent the wheels within from turning, and they begin to spin in 
obedience to the E.M.F. at B. The conductor is heated by the fric
tion due to the slip of the wheels around and within it. The spinning 
of the wheels constitutes the magnetic forces if we assume the wheels, 
originally spherical, to become flattened spheroids by the spinning, 
and to be forced to remain in contact at their poles. Assume the 
wheels to have inertia, and it will require time for them· to reach 
their full velocity, and the time will be greater as the number of 
wheels is greater, that is, as the magnetic forces developed are 
greater. On the other hand, the wheels will not at once stop-~f the . 
electromotive force is removed, and if the conductor be broken at 
some point, allowing the rapidly spinning wheels enclosed by it to 
come in gear at that point with the stationary outside wheels, there 
will be, for a brief time, until the moving wheels can be brought to 
rest, a clashing and disruptive action known as the extra spark. 

I have spoken of the heating of the conductor as due simply to 
the friction of the spinning wheels upon the wheels within the conduc
tor. The greater the friction the greater the motion imparted to the 
wheels within the conductors and the greater the heating. The less 
the friction the less the heat, and if there were a substance those 
wheels could revolve among themselves and against the wheels of space 
without friction, such substance would form a perfect conductor which 
would offer no resistance to the motion of the wheels -., in the space 
inclosed by it, and however rapidly those wheels might revolve they 
would have no influence to produce motion within such a conductor. 
We are led, then, to this, that a perfect conductor, instead of being 
a substance in which any E.M.F. produces an infinite flow of elec-

. tricity, may be a substance in which no effect whatever is produced. 

I do not present thisffi representing the real activities involved 
in electrical phenomena, or as a theory by which all electrical 
phenomena may be explained. I give it as bringing prominently into 
view the activities in the medium surrounding the conductor; whereas, 
the language in which we usually describe electrical phenomend points 
to the conductor itself as the seat of the electrical forces. What
ever our theory, we know that something does take place in the medium 
that surrounds the conductor. We know that were a heavy current to 
flow through a conductor in the most distant part of this room a 
delicate needle here on the table would show that a magnetic field 
was produced here. We are certain that magnetic lines of force from 
the electric currents on our streets, whether overhead or underground, 
permeate this room, and traverse our bodies even, though we have no 
sense through which we can become directly conscious of them. Take in 
you hands two wires connected to the poles of a battery or dynamo 
and touch their ends together. You see a flash of light, the wires 
become warm, they attract iron filings; coiled into a spiral they 
will attract with great force large masses of iron; two such spirals 
will attract or repel one another. What more natural than to say: 
Here in the wire is a new activity which warms it and confers upon it 
magnetic properties? What more natural than to forget or fail alto
gether to recognize the activities in the space around; activities 
that do not impress any of our senses; that do not wrench our arms, 
or burn our flesh, or blind our eyes; and yet it is well to fix our 
attention for a while upon the space that the conductor encloses, 
and recognize the fact which the li_ttle delicate needle demonstrates 
to us, that something is going on in that space, something quite as 
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important, perhaps more important, than that which takes place in 
the conductor. 

Whatever the magnetic forces are, we know they cannot be called 
into existence instantaneously. Time must always elapse before the 
full effect of an electric current is felt, and the greater the 
forces developed the longer are they in reaching the maximum. More
over, the current in the wire cannot be at once developed; it keeps 
pace with the magnetic force and reaches a maximum only when the 
magnetic forces reach a maximum. This is exactly what would follow if 
magnetic forces result from the setting in motion of wheels posses
sing inertia. Whatever magnetic forces may be, they begin and end 
like the motions of massive bodies. ~~ 

Continuing our hypothesis, an electromotive force would be 
anything that tends to set the wheels in motion. The wheels are 
set in motion if a limited number acted upon by the E.M.F. are sep
arated by a conductor from the other wheels of space; but, even if 
they are not separated, that is, if the conductor does not form a 
closed circuit, the wheels are rotated through a small angle depend
ing on the elasticity of the wheelwork. This displacement constitutes 
an electric charge, the tendency of the wheelwork to spring back is 
difference of totential, and this difference of potential is main
tained by the .M.F. Here allow me to call attention to the dis
tinction between difference of potential and E.M.F. I often see 
statements that indicate that the distinction is not clearly kept 
in view. In that excellent little volume, the Dictiona~y of Elec
trical Terms, the statement occurs that electromotive force is due 
to difference of potential. It should rather be difference of poten- . 
tial is due to E.M.F. Difference of potential is an electromotive 
force, but not all electromotive forces are difference of potential; 
and, furthermore, I can think of no case of difference of potential 
that does not owe its existence to some other electromotive force, 
not difference of potential. Difference of potential results from a 
changed electrical distribution, an electric strain, and represents 
the tendency to return to the state of equilibrium. Electromotive 
force is the something from without that produced the electric strain. 

- r-r.t)C}':. ~· + 
_(j j· d._ Z.INC flt-tJ CARBON 

Consider our wheelwork illustration. I may seize a wheel here and 
turn it, but I can only turn it through a small angle before the 
elastic forces, brought into play by the distortion, balance the 
force that I am able to exert. My force is electromotive force, the 
elastic forces are difference of potential. Let Fig. 2 represent a 
voltaic cell with its copper and zinc plates and dilute acid; we 
know that something takes place by which the copper becomes positive 
and the zinc negative, and, if the copper and zinc be joined by a 
wire, electricity is said to flow from the copper to the zinc through 
the wire, and from zinc to copper through the liquid. The flow through 
the liquid used to be explained by assuming the zinc to be positive 
and the copper negative withing the liquid; just the reverse of what 
we find without. But connect the copper to the zinc by a wire under 
the liquid, the current flows through the wire from the copper to 
the zinc. The copper, therefore, is not negative, but everywhere 
positive. Then why does the current set from the zinc to the copper 
through the liquid? Because there is an electromotive force, not 
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difference of potential, mind you, for the difference of potential 
tends to cause a flow the other way, but a something that forces the 
current through the liquid against the electric pressure. The cell 
is an electric pump that pumps electricity from the zinc into the 
copper until the pressure becomes so great that the pump stops. 
Open a passage from the copper to the zinc by connecting the two by 
means of a metallic wire, the electricity flows and relieves the 
pressure, the pump begins to work and so maintains a _continuous flow. 
No; E.M.F. is not difference of potential although difference of 
potential is E.M.F. It is even possible to produce an electric cur
rent without any difference of potential whatever in any part of the 
circuit, just as it is possible to produce a flow of fluid without 
any difference of pressure. ~ 

Whatever difference of potential may be, it behaves like a 
force developed by an elastic displacement in a solid body. Whatever 
magnetic forces may be, they behave as though produced by the motions 
of inert masses. An electromotive force, suddenly brought to bear at 
a given point, has to overcome not only the elastic force but the 
magnetic inertia. In other words, an electromotive force, tending 
to produce current, immediately develops a difference of potential 
against which it must act, and also develops magnetic forces which 
retard its action; so a fluid-movin~ force meets oppostition in the 
elastic force of the fluid and in t e inertia of its particles. But 
the effect of any such force is propagated through the medium with 
a finite velocity expressed by the well-known formula. 

ff D 
v = 

Electric displacements ought, therefore, to be propagated with a 
finite velocity which should have some relation to the ratio between 
the electrostatic effects, analogous to elastic displacements, and 
the electro-magnetic effects analogous to the effects of moving 
masses. You all know that it is shown that this velocity is expressed 
by the ratio of the magnitudes of the electro-magnetic and electro
static units quantity, and you know also that determinations of 
this ratio show it to be the velocity of light. This determination 
gave a very strong support to ~~xwell's electro-magnetic theory of 
light, and, coupled with the fact that observations, so far as they 
went, indicated that magnetic effects are propagated from the sun 
to the earth with the same velocity as light, made the theory at 
least extremely plausible. But within two years the wonderful ex
periments of Hertz have demonstrated beyond question that electro
magnetic waves travel through space from every source of alternating 
currents or potentials, and that the waves travel with the velocity 
of light. 

In this city there are, I suppose, many alternating current 
systems. When we think of these in action we are apt to think only 
of the activity in the conductors of the. machines, the lines, the 
transformers, the lamps, and yet we know that in all the space 
around there is activity. Waves are chasing each other through this 
room, through our streets, our houses, our offices. They are every
where present. We are bathed in this agitated medium every moment, 
and yet we live, and not only live, but are totally unconscious of 
the activity that surrounds us. No sense responds to the wave motion 
that fills this space. And yet, when these waves become short enough 
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and frequent enough, they do affect our sense of vision and a vast 
array of phenomena that otherwise would have had no existence for 
us, are made known to us through this special sense. But the eye 
only responds to waves of 1/70,000 to 1/37,000 of an inch in length, 
while the length of the waves emitted by one our alternating current 
systems is 600 miles. The waves that affect the eye must occur at 
the inconceivable rate of at least 400 millions of millions per 
second, while less than 300 waves per second are emitted from our 
alternating systems. These waves come very far short of the number 
necessary to affect any of our senses; but we have been able to 
demonstrate their existence, at least we have been able to show 
that something possessing all the characteristics of wave moti~n 
exists in the space around a source of alternating currents or 
potentials. 

It is something to know that waves of such enormously different 
lengths and frequencies exist in the medium that is agitated by 
waves of light. It is something to understand that our sources of 
alternating currents are centres of radiant energy, differing from 
light only in wave length; and since we have begun to appreciate 
this fact, we have often asked ourselves the question: Can the rate 
of alternation be increased until the whole apparatus should glow 
with light? Although the enormous rapidity required seems to render 
this direct solution impossible, it seems to me there must be a way 
to obtain the light we want without all this waste of energy. I 
cannot believe it will always be necessary to develop w.aves of all 
lengths from many miles down to a hundred thousandth of an inch, 
in order to obtain the narrow range of wave lengths by which we see. 
I do not know of any practical way of obtaining the few wave lengths 
that constitute light without at the same time producing the others, 
but it is done. The glow-worms do it, the fire-flies do it, the 
lantern-oeetles do it, and I believe the time is coming when man 
can do it. 

Instead of getting 10 16-candle lamps per horse-power we ought 
to get 200. I don't know how it is to be done. I don't expect we 
are going to make alternating machines to produce 500 millions of 
millions of alternations per second. But possibly we may solve the 
problem indirectly by the use of some substance having a special 
rate of vibration, such as the gases. Possibly we may be able to 
excite electrically the flourescent salts. Possibly we may be able 
to charge and discha~ge a condenser and take advantage of the oscil
latory discharge to set up vibrations of the frequency required. 
Possibly we may discover the secret of the glow-worm and fire-fly 
and substitute electric for the insect energy. I know it will take 
several fire-flies to equal a 16-candle lamp, but it will also take 
a good many fire-flies to develop a horse-power. But although I do 
not see at present any practical solution of the problem, I repeat, 
I believe the problem can and will be solved. We are not going on 
forever burning a coal mine whenever we want a little light. Nei
ther are we going on forever converting the energy of coal into 
heat when it is mechanical or electrical energy we want. From the 
very nature of things not more than one-fourth or one-third the heat 
so produced can be transformed into any other form of energy. The 
energy offuel can be converted into mechanical energy without first 
becoming heat.-ri is so converted in every animal movement. The 
way exists; let us find it. Find this, and the way to make light 
only, when it is only light we want, and we shall have lengthened 
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the life of our coal deposits five or ten times. The man who solves 
either one of these problems will be the greatest discoverer of this 
or any other age. If he gets a broad patent on it, he will have 
seventeen years of the grandest litigation the world ever saw. 

Now I can imagine that some electrician will consider that 
the first part of this paper dealt with matters that are of no 
practical consequence in the use of electric currents. Of what 
practical consequence is it whether force is conveyed to a distance 
by mean-s · of a medium or simply acts at a distance. What does it 
matter whether electric energy is conveyed by the conductor or 
through the dielectric? We know how to proportion and dispose our 
conductors to produce a given effect, and that is enough. Brl con
sider what we have learned already of the intimate connection be
tween light and electricity, and I think you will agree that the 
more we know of the ultimate nature of electricity the nearer we 
shall be to the solution of the great problem to which I have re
ferred, and the solution of either one of those problems would 
revolutionize some of the most important industries of the world. 
May not the solution of at least one of these problems be accom
plished and the results exhibited at the great exhibition to be 
held in 1892? What a wonderful achievement it would be to light 
all those great buildings without heat, or drive all that vast 
array of machinery without a fire! 

A DAMAGED LIGHTNING PROTECTOR. 

The accompanying figure, taken from La Lumi(n Electriljue, 
is a full-size representation of the sheet of paraf!lned paper 
which is placet! between the line aml earth platc3 in lightning 
guards of the gntta-percha. sheet pattern. During the storms 
of July last the paper of the lightning guarj at the Grcasque 
(Bouches-du-Hhune) otiice wu.s perforated as shown. The per
forations were ncar Jy 30mm. acro~s, one being very much like 

a star-fish, while the other was not so well defined. On the P=1 
~ plates there were blackEned fac~imilc.s of the rents, anJ. in the i-J-i 

centre of each black stain there was a bright spot formetl by a 8 
drop of melted metal. 1.:'"nder normal conditions the paper is 
pierced only lly one or t\\·o holes, such as would be matle by a 
pin, these holes being surronndctl by a black or a red aureola 
about 3rnm. or 5mm. in diameter. 
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TURNING POINT CHERNOBYL 
by Albert Zock 

It was about 7 AM at the Swedish nuclear plant "FORSMARK" north of Stockholm, 
when the alarm light went on. Geiger counters reacted wildly, suprisingly not as 
much within the buildings, but in the open. Survey technician Bengt Wellman could 
not understand why in the open? The background, as it is called, instead of the 
usual 4 clicks per second, rose to over 100 clicks. Reports from other observation 
points in the country and Finland were the same. Scientists analysed the spectrum 
of the radioactive particles and came to the conclusion the source had to be in the 
region of Kiev. 

At the same time the people in Kiev did not know that two days ago, north of 
them, a general nuclear accident <GNA> had taken place. An inferno so remote, as 
scientists the World over assured us, could only have happened once within ten or a 
hundred thousand years. The population shopped as usual for fruits or vegetables 
and decorated their houses for the First of May celebration and the local brass 
even organized a football match. 

On Friday, the 25th of April, fire chief Major Leonid Teljatnikow, 35, 
commander of the 28 man military fire brigade, and responsible for the fire safety 
of the nuclear plant, looked ahead to a peacefull weekend, which marked the 
beginning of many celebrations. Starting with the First of May, followed by the 
Russian orthodox Easter holiday, and ending on May 9th with the anniversary of the 
Victory over Hitler's Germany. From the 17 maintenance men in block 4, ten were 
already on holiday, the whole plant was in the hands of a skeleton crew. \-lith 
Spring, the time for the annual inspection, and because of some experiments on the 
way, reactor ~4. normal output 1000 megawatts, was reduced to only 7% of its 
capacity - and even this small charge was enough to start a holocaust. 

Chernobyl <Tschernobyl in Russian, meaning black glass) was Russia's pride; 
"Tschernobyl - the Pearl in the Constellation of the Atom," wrote the newspaper 
Pravda on its opening day. Besides its 1000 megawatt. electro energy, Block 4 was 
also a breeder for Plutonium needed to manufacture atomic bombs, a reason why no 
international commission was ever invited to visit its site and no reactor of this 
type was ever exported. 

How could an almost shut down reactor create such a catastrophe? The reason is 
the oldest in the world - Human Error!! Survivors of the nightshift later recalled 
to have heard muffled noises and shortly afterwards a sharp sizzle - like escaping 
steam. At 1:27:40 AM on Saturday, April 26th, an immense explosion shook the 
reactor hall and its pressure burst through the roof. Over the Pripjet river a 
glittering firecolumn 100 feet high, shot into the dark sky - the impossible had 
become reality and further reactions were- to come. 

The muffled noises, which first had been heard, came from what is known as 
"Nuclear-Excursions", in this case they caused a jump of the energy level from 7% 
up to SO% within 10 seconds. The reactor, a real monster with its 1700 tonnes of 
graphite, hundreds of Zirconium pipes, fuelrods with almost 200 tonnes Uranium, 
1600 high pressure water pipes - 27 ft. high and 37 fl. in diameter, equal to 1500 
Hiroshima bombs, is at low capacity, sensitive and dangerous. 

In a model like the REMK a nuclear excursion can take any place anywhere at 
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any time on purpose or not. Usually such "critical mass" can be controlled by the 
use of its 180 Boron control rods by lowering a few or all with the help of a 
crane, into the reactor. Boron absorbs the excess of electrons, lowering the chain 

. reaction or even slopping it. 

The engineer on duly tried just to do that, but he miscalculated the situation 
as the heat was already too high. Secondly, at 7X capacity less cooling water 
circulates within the Zirconium pipes. The quick rise of the energy from 7% to 50% 
within 10 seconds, caused a quick rise in heat converting the cooling water into 
steam which caused additional heat. Since steam is a lesser conductor of heat than 
water, the temperature around the Uranium rose further, probably up to over 1,800 
degrees F. 

At this temperature, the chemical reaction between the Zirconium of the pipes 
and hot steam, created hydrogen gas. The pressure finally burst the container. 
Extremely hot steam escaped, together with the hydrogen gas from the reactor - this 
was the sizzle the survivors heard - now nothing could stop the catastrophy. The 
big bubble of hydrogen gas which had collected in the reactor hall; after coming in 

· contact with oxygen of the air, diffused itself with a fire-like explosion blowing 
out a great part of the roof. The same, but controlled chemical reaction is used in 
the space program to launch the space shuttle and rockets into orbit, (see 
"Diffusion a la Victor Schauberber" in BSRF's publication IMPLOSION). 

High flying concrete parts loosened the 200 ton heavy loading crane, which 
toppled on lop of the reactor breaking its cover and water pipes, eliminating all 
cooling and causing the heat to rise further. But worse, the chain of circumstances 
caused more chemical reaction between Zirconium and steam, the red g;lowing graphite 
block ..,f .aught fire, creating not only more heat, but releasing free particles. At 
this P.'olnt the whole nuclear plant was in jeopardy, the fire had spilled already to 

J., if 

Block 3. 

Major Teljatnikow rushed with his fire brigade to the scene, the fate of 
Chernobyl lay in their hands, additional help from Kiev would lake a long time. 
Teljatnikow and his men know, whatever happened, lhe fire must be brought under 
control. They climbed on the roof of the turbine hall where the fire was fierce and 
smoke made breathing almost impossible. Under the tremendous heat the Bituminous 
cover of the roof started to melt, holding the boots like glue. From minute to 
minute it became harder to move, but no one gave up. Heroism does not. discriminate 
between race, creed or ideology. Under such conditions the men fought. for three 
hours, finally about 5:00 AM the danger was over. Their self-sacrifice saved not 
only the remaining three reactors, which technicians in the meantime had reduced 
the output of to almost zero, but it probably saved lives and suffering of who 
knows how many people in Western Europe. 

Twenty three of Leonid Teljatnikow's fire fighters died within six weeks. 
However, the first victim was Walery Iwanowitsch, a technician, who died right at 
the explosion under falling concrete debris. His body could not be recovered and 
the reactor became his tomb. His colleague Wladimir Nikolajewitsch, another 
mechanic, caught fire as the incident started. Despite his burns, he managed to gel 
out of the building, his last words, before he collapsed were, "Walery - in there". 
He too had not an orderly funeral. The ambulance attendants, scared of radiation, 
buried him in the cemetary of the nearest village. 

In the following weeks, even at a distance of 1,200 miles from the source, 
geigercounters rattled wildly. Changing winds moved the radioactive mass crisscross 
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over Europe, even over Monaco. 

It has been estimated that in the coming three decades, over 10,000 Poles 
alone will die from radioactive related cancer. But a Russian report to the 
International Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna estimates only 6,250 deaths within the 
coming 70 yearts. The "New York Times' which obtained a copy of the report, writes; 
4,750 deaths in the Soviet Union and another 1,500 deaths can be expected from 
thyroid cancer in people consuming contaminated milk and food. The report also 
mentioned that about 3.5% of the radiation of the reactor escaped into the 
atmosphere. 

Chernobyl proved the atom apostles wrong with their calculation that an 
accident like this would only happen once within len thousand to a hundred thousand-~ 
years. How safe is nuclear energy after all? According lo a nuclear expert Bennet 
Ramberg at the University of California, there is a distinct West to East 
imbalance. At the lowest end of the scale even below the East block countries, is 
Russia, about in the middle is the US and on top stands West Europe. 

The disadvantage and risk of a RBMK reactor lies first in its entanglement of 
pipes. Secondly, if a leak occurs, the reduction of cooling <compared to a 
lightwater reactor in the West> will cause the heat to rise and will enhance the 
moderation of the graphite causing the reactor's output to rise, the heat will 
increase further and a catastrophy is just around the corner. But with a 
light-water reactor, if the cooling for some reason decreases, and as the water not 
only carries the heat away but <instead of graphite) moderates the flow of neutrons 
at the same time, the energy output drops and the chain reaction stops, giving time 

;f 

to remove the fuelrods. 

Chernobyl may be the biggest incident so far, but it is not the first one. In 
an incident in 1957 at the British plutonium breeder "Windscale," similar to the 
accident at Chernobyl, over 100 channels of graphite caught fire. It took two days 
to extinguish the smoldering core, even so most of the uranium rods had been 
removed, and only after the reactor was flooded. A hydrogen gas explosion, as 
presumed, did not occur. Over 500 square kilometers got polluted and for ten years 
the reactor remained "tabu" before it could be dismantled. After 25 years the 
British Atomic Energy Commision admitted that 40 persons died of radioactive 
related cancer. 

An experiment in 1966 at the breeder-reactor "Enrico Fermi" near Detroit, lead 
to a partial core melt-down because of a failure of the Natrium cooling system. 

In March 1975, electricians working with open candles in a cable duct of the 
Brown's Ferry reactor in Alabama, caused the cables to catch fire which shut down 
the entire control center, putting even the emergency cooling system out of order. 

Only 30 minutes separated the Three Mile Island reactor in March 1979 from a 
total core meltdown. A series of mechanical defects caused a partial destruction of 
its core. 

Chernobyl is a turnning point in many ways. It will not eliminate nuclear 
reactors in the near future, but it will foster more caution in nuclear safety. Not 
so much in Russia itself: The race for mechaniztion of its industry has been 
blinding. It tries to replace safetly factors because of financial reason, with 
reliable personnel. It also made the Russian people realize that accidents can 
happen in their country as well. Up to now, newspapers only reported accidents 
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abroad, lulling its readers into a non-existing feeling of safety. 

It also proved nuclear warheads useless on short and middle range missiles, 
because of its drawbacks. It puts them in the category of the deadly gasses used in 
W.W.l. As the deadly gases were released, with the help of favorable winds towards 
the enemy, very often the winds shifted blowing the gas back and creating havoc 
among their own. After WWI everyone was talking about the horror in case of a 
future war as the gases and their application would be more improved upon. As WWII 
came, each side had stockpiles of gas but no one dared to be the first to use it, 
not even a desperate Hiller. 

Chernobyl may even have other fringe benefits as well. In any case of 
radioactive fallout there is a tapering off of its density toward the outside~o 
its spectrum, the remaining minute amounts may even then be beneficial to some man, 
animal or plant, causing perhaps ~n evolutionary jump. 

In 1903 Dr. M. Danysz at the Pasteur Institute, undertook a startling 
experiment by placing flour worms, Ephestia Kuehniella, with some flour into a 
glass flask and exposing them for four hours to radium. He prepared a control flask 
as well. After several weeks most of the larvae exposed to radium were dead. 
However, some still lived and they kept on living as larvae, not changing into 
moths as the larvae in the control flask did, hatching their eggs and producing 
more moths. Four full months after the exposure, one larvae was still alive, it had 
lived three times the lifespan of its fellows in the control flask witt-out changing 
into a moth. It was as if a twenty one year old person kept their young appearance 
for 250 years. 

For some unknown person, animal or plant, Chernobyl may become a fountain of 
youth, and if such exception encounters more Chernobyl like experiences, they may 
live happily ever after, without any population increase -- what a future for this 
planet. 

But for most of us - nuclear fallout is most dangerous to our thyroids, '¥r·hich 
cannot distinguish between radioactive or not radiocative iodine. To protect 
thyroids in case of radiation, IOSAT should be taken, a drug containing potasium 
iodine. When potasium iodine is taken, it fills up the thyroid which in turn will 
reject any radioactive iodine in the surrounding atmosphere. IOSAT was only 
distributed to state and local power plant workers. Even so, it is approved by the 
FDA to be sold over the counter. 

Alan Morris in New York fought three years in the course for the right to 
manufacture and sell IOSAT to the public, and he won. IOSAT is now available from 
AMBEX Inc., PO Box 861-K Cooper Station, New York, NY 10276. 

In an age like today - no home, especially ones close to a nuclear power plant 
should be without it. A new preparation is ISOTECK, distributed by Bon Vie 
Products, Box 28665, San Diego, CA. 
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~ Qtlips, ~uotes & Qtomtll£tltS ~ 
~***********~ by Tom Brown 

THE SECRET OF LIFE 

Science today seeks to understand the nature of our manifestation by smashing 
subatomic particles at higher and higher speeds. Hundreds of millions of dollars 
are spend building bigger and bigger atom smashers. The scientists seek the elusive --"~_.. 
final building block of nature. With the myriad of particles (or what they may 
believe are particles) the orthodox science of today has created a religion of 
obfuscation patterned on the life destroying aspects of nature. Verily, they will 
never find an answer because there is no final answer to the confusion they have 
created other than destruction of the living systems of the creator. 

While these scientists waste their time and effort on their techno - religious 
searches, Mother Earth is dying from the effects of "scientific advancement." 
Scientists who present the formative aspects of life are vilified or ignored. If 
science was truly on cue, Wilhelm Reich's work would be taught in the universities. 
Trevor James Constable has shown the true bio-energetic nature of the etheric 
atmospheric flows and his work remains unfunded and generally ignored. This is 
understandable because the living energy is spiritual energy and science deni~s the 
spirit because it cannot objectify it using its present modes of thought. 

Borderland Researcher Eric Dollard is in the process of making a tremendous 
::ontribution to understanding the living formative forces of nature. Reich gave us 
his Cosmic Superimposition theory on how two out of phase galactic orgone flows 
form the familiar galactic vortex we see in the sky. Eric has shown in his work 
lhat there is a direct relationship between the orgone and the dielectric field, 
lhe ignored, living aspect of electricity. With Eric's most recently built high 
frequency transformer he can produce two dielectric fields which are 180 degrees 
:mt of phase. To see what is happening in these fields, plasmas effects are studied 
>:Jy placing old light bulbs in the superimposed fields. Old light bulbs are used 
Jecause they are donated free and there is no money yet for the proper plasma 
~quipment. <Many thanks to Borderlander Wayne Whit.e of L.A. Water and Power Co. for 
~aking care of us!) 

In the past, on a single phase coil of Eric's, I have seen living forms appear 
~n the bulbs. I have seen organic shapes looking like plants, microscopic life 
~arms, and macroscopic scenes like streams of stars and spiraling fireballs. Of 
:ourse it could be said that ·by naming objects seen we are just showing our inner 
:>syche as per the Rorchach test, but there are definitly organic archetypes 
~ppearing. Each bulb is different and 1 in 10 makes an interesting effect. It 
;hould . also be kept in mind that these plasmas we are talking about here are of a 
1igher order than the "yuppie lights" now available from various sources using a 
:>ulb on a small coil. 

I saw these forms on Eric's Tesla Transformer he built with a donation from Dr. 
~obert Beck and parts salvaged from old TVs in the desert. Millions are available 
~or atom smashers to study life by smashing it. and only grass roots support has 
lppeared for research where living patterns can be studied. All technology could be 
!asily condemned but we are only taking general complaints from those who don't use 
Lutos, electricity, telephone, etc. I hope that all of us are in favor of a 
)eneficial technology, in harmony with nature. 
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GOD IN A LIGHT BULB 

Eric's latest double phase coil setup took a while and is really not finished, 
but it has already produced some interesting effects. We have taken both still and 
motion pictures of the discharges under various conditions but do not yet have the 
facilities to reproduce on a clear level in this Journal, though several are 
photocopied here to give an idea of the patterns. The 16mm movie footage we've shot 
is being placed onto video, and we would like to thank Trevor Constable for the 
donation of the 16mm camera. The most interesting effect that I saw didn't make it 
onto film but I'll never forget it. 

.J. • 

While filming and just generaly observing lhe bulbs and discharges I observed 
open air discharges of several feet looking .like different types of foliage as the 
frequency and pulse width were changed. The bulbs produced some interesting plasma 
balls and star streams. These star streams are amazing, I've had to rub roy eyes to 
see if I was really seeing them. One bulb was producing some promisingly different 
looking forms and as I watched the movement in the bulb I saw a galaxy take form. 
It looked like a special effect on an outer space destructo film, but it was 
really happening. This effect lasted for a fraction of a second and then the bulb 
violently exploded. When the bulb exploded a huge mass of energy rose like a living 
Jacobs Ladder between the two extra coils on the apparatus. 

It is interesting that the bulb exploded because I saw an implosion taking 
place inside. It is my theory, and it is just that -- a theory, that the ether or 
orgone, or whatever the subtle substratum of manifestation may be called, is being 
condensed just as the galaxies condense from the periphery of space towards a 
center. As the ether condenses, the ambient pressure in the bulb increases. We see 
the possible manifestation of a demonstratable ether pressure happening as the 
etheric matter forms an organized pattern. This self organization being viewed in 
the fields around Eric's research apparatus could be a laboratory model of Reich's 
Cosmic Superimposition theory! 

Eric has also demonstrated the Tesla one wire broadcast of energy to myself 
and others and at the February meeting of the Los Angeles Chapter of the U.S. 
Psychotronics Association Meeting chaired by Bob Beck, National President and Vince 
Wiberg, Chapter President. Theories without manifestations produce experts and we 
have far too many of them these days. Real progress comes from real research and 
Eric is doing it!! 

COSJ.IIC IUP!.RIM',OirTION 
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THE PASSING OF A FRIEND 

Our friend and fellow researcher Philo Taylor Farnsworth III recently passed 
on to the spirit world. I want to give a special mention for Philo because we were 
engaged in a project at the lime of his death. Philo was an gentleman and a scholar 
whose inventions were designed to benefit humanity at large. He developed a modular 
house called the Y ANTRA HOUSE which is pictured below. This is low cost, highly 
efficient housing which will weather huricanes and earthquakes and the circular 
shape certainly will have an expanding effect on consciousness. The Yantra House is 
buill from prefab modules and cost to build in the 1970s was about $2.50 per sq. 
fl. The air circulation pattern is an evoluting torus and the entry is a double 
helix. It appears that Philo tapped an archetypal level of nature in designing this ;,...~ 

house. I guess that the world wasn't ready for such a beautiful concept in living. 

I met Philo through Eric Dollard at the Integratron last year. I found that 
Philo was interested in reproducing an invention of his father's, Philo Farnsworth 
II, the MULTIPACTOR TUBE. The multipactor tube is an energy multiplying device 
which means that it puts out more than it takes in. Early experiments with the tube 
produced promising results, but the lubes would burn out. Philo and Eric felt that 
with modern construction technology a sturdy usable energy multiplying tube could 
be built. This project will definitely be pursued by Borderland Associates as time 
and money permit. 

Philo bought Eric his first notebook to write his work into and thanks to 
Philo's preliminary insistence BSRF now has over 30 notebooks of Eric's on file. 
This is some of the most important data available on beneficial technology and 
pertinent sections will be released in time. 

Thanks for being there Philo, you gave us something good to think about, and 
certainly helped shape our future direction. 
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LEITERS TO lliE EDITOR 

RECOLLECTIONS OF ALBERT ABRAMS 

"Three weeks ago you began my subscription with the Jan-Feb 87 issue. I about 
fell out of my chair in browsing your book list, seeing Albert Abrams in the first 
three titles. They kicked me right back to when I was 16 <1921> in San Fransisco, 
earning high school expenses as one of the last lamplighters as the city's Gaslight 
Era was coming to its end. On one part of my route near California and Fillmore 
tiny Japanese five-year-olds in flowered kimonas waited for me in an alley so that 
as I zig-zagged through, torching their streetlights, they could come romping in my 
path in shouting sing-song: 

'Limpy, limpy lamplighter; 
'California flea -biter! 
'When the lamps begin to light; 
'Then the fleas begin to bile!' 

"But, more adventurous was when my earlier 'family doctor' of Bakersfie.ld 
childhood, Dr. William Stowe Fowler, came calling.He was a radical of his day and 
the first in California to equip his <Bakersfield) office with one of the earliest 
X-ray setups. It used an unshielded bulbous 'tube' that glowed bright green as his 
hand-held zinc-sulfide flouroscope imaged bones to locale fractures and flesh 
imbeded bits of hardware in his patients. His X-ray room was a maze of 
spark-snapping wiring strung from a high-voltage transformer nearby. And he used to 
let me 'play' with it, mindless of radiation risk that was not yet known. 

"Doctor Fowler thought I might enjoy attending with him, as his guest, a 
strange new medical class, to which he had subscribed, in a nearby residence of my 
lamp route on Sacramento Street, where a handful of anti-establishment doctors were 
enrolled to watch Dr. Albert Abrams teach his AHA-protested ELECTRONIC REAC_TIONS OF 
ABRAMS diagnosis. From a small black box containing a patient's blood smear, wires 
extended to metal floor plates on which Abrams' 'reagent' stood bare-footed --- a 
presumably 'disease-free' young man, stripped to the waist and wearing on his 
forehead a metal-foil strip connected to the other of the blood sample wires, 
inter-connected to a dialed rheostat box. 

"In hushed silence Abrams' students (and D watched as Abrams dried the belly 
of his reagent with talc. He then static-charged a foot-long and slender black 
lacquered wand on the furry hide of an unfortunate cat. He then began a gentle 
stroking of the wand up and down his reagent's belly, moving the strokes gradually 
across his belly. The wand moved smoothly until at one point it seemed to 'grab' 
the skin surface in jiggling hesitations. As Abrams dialed rheostat settings the 
'grabbing' became more pronounced over an area of several inches from his reagent's 
naval, in distance and direction. Then, with a glance at rheostat numbers he would 
give his fiat. The patient was suffering from syphilus, pneumococcous infection, a 
malignant carcinoma or whatever, located in a specified area of the patient. 
Different 'grab' points on the reagent's belly indicated the patient's specific 
disease and location. 

"A dog's barking outside Abram's home would have him pausing to admonish his 
students: "Pay no attention. It is only the AMA barking!" 

"Before they graduated, Abrams' students became proficient in diagnostic 
'wanding', and also in use of the Abrams-invented 'Oscilloclast', a clockworks - . 
ticking sealed box that would feed to a wired patient dial - determined 'electroni~ 
impulses' for destruction of a diagnosed disease. 
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"Doctor Fowler carried back to Bakersfield his E.R.A diagnostic and treatment 
equipment and skills. As I recall, he built up a quite lively E.R.A. practice, all 
the while aggressively hounded by the local A.M.A. residency and county medical 
society. At one time, in his Bakersfield office, Doctor Fowler let me stand as 
'reagent', and the clutching of his wand sliding across my own powdered belly 
banished much of personal skepticism. And when he let me handle the wand, on 
another reagent, I became more convinced that something strange and new had 
appeared in medical 'science'. 

"Until seeing your booklist I had thought that all concerning Dr. Abrams had 
vanished, had flown off into the limbo of A.M.A. heresies. 

"Cordially, Shaler Bangs, West Covina CA." 

Thanks, Scholer, for your excellent recollections. The pioneering work of Dr. 
Abrams gave birth to the whole 'psychotronics' movement of today. The AMA dogs are 
still barking but closed minds can never slop grass roots research. 

WEATHER ENGINEERING COMMENTS 

"It is discomforting to see Reich's years of experimental research on the 
orgone ignored, and his theory placed on the same status as the unproven and highly 
hypothetical 'chemical aether', or the cloud buster described as a 'particle sink'. 
In these attempts to second-quess Reich on the actual mechanism of the cloudbuster, 
I wonder if there is an underlying desire to dismiss or ignore his unsettling~_ prior 
work on the emotions, body armoring, and genitality. Reich demanded that operators 
of the cloudbuster be capable of directly seeing and sensing the atmospheric orgone 
energy, and this cannot be done by individuals who are highly or even moderately 
armored. In such hands, a cloudbuster is operated blindly, mechanically, and with 
great risk. Unfortunately, there are a growing number of such armored people who 
use these instruments merely to impress others, or to play God. The situation is 
becoming increasingly chaotic. 

"In this regard, I am attaching a sheet which is routinely sent to persons who 
write to the Orgone Biophysical Research Laboratory (of which I am Co-Director) 
asking about how to build or use a cloudbuster. I hope you will reprint this in 
your next issue. Anyone who wants more information on this approach to the question 
can write to me directly, and I'll send them info. 

"With best wishes, James DeMeo, PhD 
PO Box 161983, Miami FL 33116 

Thank y~u for your letter. Your points are well taken. BSRF has recieved many 
letters from people asking how _ to cloud bust and I tell them that it is not a 
responsible pursuit. I have heard of underground networks of cloudbuster operators 
and it scares me because all this uncoordinated manipulation of the primary life 
energy is as dangerous as industrial pollution or nuclear power. I printed Trevor 
Constable's article in the Jan-Feb 87 issue because Trevor has certainly produced 
some very important outgrowths of Reich's work. The 'chemical aether' concept seems 
to be proven by Trevor's advancements and he answers that in COSMIC PULSE. Trevor 
notifies the government before his operations lake place. Reich had no indications 
of the internal channeling of energy as practiced in Taoism and his theories remain 
incomplete due to an incomplete Western view of the functioning of the sexual 
system in the body. I may have been wrong calling the cloudbuster a 'particle 
sink'. That was my conception at the time of writing. I'm open for comments on 
this. 
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Rainworks 
A New Approach to Drought 

A SPECIAL NOTE TO THOSE INTERESTED IN BUILDING 
OR TESTING THE REICH CLOUDBUSTER. 

A number of letters have been received asking specific questions on the 
construction and use of the cloudbuster. Whl le this Interest and JO€sire 
may be most rational, developing from a desire to do something about the 
deadly effects of drought, there are enormous problems which must be 
dealt with by anyone desiring to build and use a cloudbuster. Untrained 
use of a cloudbuster poses real and significant dangers to both the 
operator, and to the community where It Is used. While proper use of 
the apparatus may terminate a drought and bring gentle rains, or even 
reduce the energy level of a dangerous storm cloud, Its Improper use has 
the potential to cause a major disaster. In untrained or unskll led 
hands, one may actually create or Intensify a drought. Or, severe 
storms of the worst sort may result. It Is simply not something one 
does without significant prior work and training, and the potential for 
abuse Is clearly there. 

It Js also known that a working cloudbuster wl I I bul ld up a very strong 
energetic charge around Itself, and It Is generally unsafe to stand near 
or handle the device during operations. It Js quite possible for the 
cloudbustlng operator, and any nearby casual observers~ . to be made quite 
II I from the field effects of the apparatus. Every serious Investigator 
of the cloudbuster takes a number of precautions to avoid such problems, 
which may potentially be deadly when working under drought conditions. 
These precautions often Include remote-controls for manipulating the 
tubes, and biophysical methods for removing overcharge from the 
operator's body after the operations. These precautions also Include a 
program of personal orgone therapy for the operator, In order to soften 
or remove any emotional armor developed due to the alI too common 
traumas of painful childhood experience. The precaution of therapy for 
operators Is a tradition started by Reich and continued by others after 
his death. Emotional armorlng, which manifests Itself as a biophysical 
rigidity in respiration, movement, and body posture, along with a 
corresponding Incapacity to express or feel deeper emotions, reduces the 
capacity of the operator to feel or see the atmospheric orgone energy, 
or to Interpret the subjective state, charge, or flow of it during 
cloudbustlng operations. 

To summarize, mastery of the cloudbustlng technique requires as much 
time, prior work, and dedication of purpose as is required for other 
professions of grea7 responslbll ity, such as piloting a large jet 
air I lner. Whl lethe cloudbusting apparatus itself Is quite simple, the 
key to safe and effective operations I les in the training, knowledge, 
and ski I I of the operator. The fact that cloudbusting and organ~ 

biophysics have been Ignored by most scientists working In traditional 
research Institutions does not change these facts In the least. It Js 
not our Intent to sound Jtlmldating about this; we are simply stating 
the facts as they are. We urge a cautious and responsible approach to 
this new technology, which can do our planet either great good or harm. 
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;oNTACTS 

:ontacts is a space where researchers can contact others of like mind and find 
~esearch sources. Listing is free but we reserve the right to reject goofiness. Be 
<ind and please send a dollar or so when contacting for postage & etc. 

* William L. Moore Publications, 4219 W. Olive St., Suite 247, Burbank, CA 91505. 
~cellent research source, They are publishing the notebooks of Thomas Townsend 
3rown which are a treasure trove for those interested in electro-gravity and 
~elated fields. Also many books on UFOs and antigravity and government documents on 
;ame. 

~t "I'm doing research on various types of patented and unpatented saucer designs, 
:f you knov of anyone doing similar research please have them contact me at the 
1bove address. I'd be glad to swap info with interested persons." LeRoy Pea, PEA 
~esearch, 116 Vargas Ct., Milpitas, CA 95035 

+ WOULD YOU BELIEVE, Route 4, Box 156, Marshall, AK 72650. Armand A. Laprade edits 
~his collection of mind-bending articles and interesting information. Material 
Lncludes reprints of old Amazing Stories articles by Richard Shaver and Vincent 
3addis, info on Flying Saucers, Inner Earth, Mermaids, Witchcraft, and current 
:lips ·· of mysterious happenings. Subscription -$12/year/four issues; $3 sample copy. 

* INTERNAL ARTS MAGAZINE is a new and very good publication from Paper Lantern 
?ublishing Co, PO Box 1777, . Arlington Texas 76004. One article I found cf.uite 
Lnteresting is "Feng-Shui the Chinese Science of Wind and Water" which covers the 
Jriental view of dowsing for geopathic zones. Further articles cover Internal 
~artial Arts, Esoteric Philosophies, Biofeedback, Kinesiology, Accupuncture, 
'feditation, Hypnosis, Fine Arts, etc. S18.95/year US; Foreign add S5 

If Vaughn M. Greene, 548 Elm Ave, San Bruno CA 94066, has written the book "THE SIX 
rHOUSAND YEAR-OLD SPACE SUIT. This is an analysis of the 6,000 year old Dogu 
;tatues found in Japan. Mr. Greene shows over 30 points of similarity between these 
;tatues and modern Apollo space suits. S5.95 + Sl P&H 

* ANDERSON RESEARCH FOUNDATION, 5029 Echo St., Los Angeles, CA 90042. Phone <213> 
~54-7169. Directed by Dr. Laurence CAndy) Anderson and now at a new address, the 
~ is a great meeting place for Southern Californian Borderlanders. Andy was the 
~egional Director for Borderland Sciences in the late 1950s under Meade Layne and 
~ s still going strong. Classes and lectures are held on a regular basis. 

* INTEGRATRON PROJECT c/o Donald Lockwood, HC-2 Box 1193, Yucca Valley, CA 92284. 
)on has been a stalwart supporter of BSRF's intent on finishing the Integratron. 
~ic Dollard has done some excellent work there and has found that the Dome is 
:iirectly related to Tesla's Wardencliffe Tower. Eric is also working on his Cosmic 
:nduction theories in the desert. Don can use your financial support to keep the 
;,reject going. The Dome needs painting, money is needed for equipment and food. 
Jpdates will be printed in the Journal. 

* BIODYNAMICS is an alternate form of agriculture seeking to re-integrate plants 
1nd animals into their natural environment, which is understood to include cosmic 
Lnfluences as well as earthly. Biodynamics was founded by Rudolph Steiner. 
3IODYNAMICS magazine is S20 year US/write for overseas rates. PO BOX 550, 
{imberton PA 194420 
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----------------------------------------------------------------------
BSRF PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT - 1986 
-------------------------------------
SALES I REVENUE 
<Books/Equipment/Donations> 
Less Cost of Goods 

GROSS PROFIT 
MEMBER DUES/SUBSCRIPTIONS 

TOTAL INCOME/REVENUE 

EXPENSES 

AUDITING/LEGAL 
ADVERTISING 
BANK CHARGES I INTEREST 
COMMISSIONS PAID 
AMORTIZATION/DEPRECIATION 
DONATIONS 

· DUES/SUBSCRIPTIONS 
LABOR, CAUSAL <Office/Janitorial> 
LEASES-Computer/Copier/Auto 
POSTAGE/UPS, ETC. 
PRINTING (Journal, mainly> 
RENT-OFFICE <Not all paid) 
TAXES 
TRAVEL/MOVING/MEETINGS 
UTILITES-Electric/Gas/Telephone 
WAGES-OFFICER <Not paid yet> 

TOTAL EXPENSES 

NET LOSS - 1986 

S33,295 

{14,499) 

$18,796 
8,668 

$27,464 

s 750 
908 
269 
182 
614 

3,007 
1,024 

612 
4,461 
3,844 
2,487 
9,345 

501 
4,786 
3,096 

36,000 

$74,235 

S27,464 

74,235 

(46,771) 

As you can see BSRF is not on the Fortune 500 list. Membership funds do not 
. cover Journal expenses so we are actively pursuing the publishing of research 
material to support the Foundation. BSRF is chartered under California law to 
solicit and accept donations for the furtherance of Research into the Borderlands 
of Science. As a human being I don't like to ask for donations, but as the Director 
of BSRF it is my duty to further the work and keep the lamps lit in this dark age 
of science and religion. 

Your donation will help cover BSRF operating expenses and as we grow there are 
definite research projects we will be funding. Of course we are 100% behind Eric 
Dollard's groundbreaking research. Other projects BSRF would like to support 
include: Trevor James Constable's primary energy research; Alison Davidson and 
myself <Tom Brown) are involved in The Living Sphere Project which includes 
geometric forms for plant growth enhancement and consciousness expansion; Research 
for verification of Etheric Energies; and many other projects. With BSRF your 
dollars produce real work and you can read about it in the Journal of Borderland 
Research. No claims unless we can produce! 
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P.O. BOX 429 * GARBERVILLE, CA 95440-0429 * U.S.A. 

FWD & RET 
Postage Guaranteed 

A C R 

NEW PUBLICATIONS FROM BSRF 

Bulk Rate 
U.S. Postage 

PAID 
Garberville CA 

Permit HlS 

A PRIMER OF HIGHER SPACE - THE FOURTH DIMENSION by Claude Bragdon, to which is 
added Man the Square - A Higher Parable. The Fourth Dimension of Space is a 
memory-haunting phrase, often heard, yet little understood. In this volume the 
author has attempted to explain what is meant by it and to usher the reader into 
some of those fascinating halls of thought to which it is the door., This book is 
illustrated and diagrammed and will certainly open new vistas of perception to 
any who read it. 8-1/2x11, Spiralbound [$9.00] 

INDUCTION COILS - How to Make, Repair and Use Them. Compiled. A practical book 
on _ the Construction and Use of Induction Coils. Containing full instructions for 
making a powerful Shocking Coil, a 1/2-inch Spark Coil, a 4-inch Spark Coil, and 
also hints on experiments with Inductions Coils. Includes: Ruhmkorff, Tesla and 
Medical Coils, Roentgen Radiography, Wireless Telegraphy, and Practical 
Information on Primary and Secondary Batteries. Fully Illustrated, 8-1/2x11, 
Spiralbound [$10.00] 

GOETHE'S APPROACH TO COLOR - Extracts from Goethe's Scientific Work, translations 
by Eleanor C. Merry. Contribution to Optics; Researches Into the Elements of a 
Theory of Colour; A Theory of Colour; Moral Edict of Colours. Goethe discovered 
that accepted theories of color were wrong and white light did not contain the 
colors. This is a most interesting book of discovery! 8-1/2xll, Stapled [$3.50] 

Add $2 P&H and S.SO for each additional book. Overseas 25% air I 10% surface 
($3.00 minimum on overseas>. CALIFORNIANS MUST ADD 6% STATE ~ TAX! 
BSRF Members are entitled to 15% discount. off retail price. 
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